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ABSTRACT

The Hawaiian Ridge represents a load on the surface of the earth.

According to a hypothesis, this load is sufficient to fracture the lith

osphere and thereby set up a self-propagating mechanism for the exten

sion of the ridge. The hypothesis is based on the theory of flexure of

an elastic beam. In this dissertation, the hypothesis is examined in

two ways.

In the first study the application of flexure theory is investi

gated. Previous work on Hawaii was done under the assumption that the

amount of deflection caused by the loading of the islands is equivalent

to the change in Moho depth. Crustal profiles based on seismic refrac

tion suggest an alternative measurement of deflection as the change in

depth of the boundary between the basement and oceanic layers. This

alternative implies the existence of an unflexed portion of the crust

which represents the difference between the basement-oceanic and Moho

displacements and which effectively lessens the load due to its buoyanc~

The unflexed crust represents either a phase change of mantle to crustal

material or intrusion into the lower crust. From the basic equations of

flexure and isostasy, a more general form of equilibrium equation is

developed and can be interpreted as an addition of an elastic flexure

term to the isostatic equations or an addition of a term accounting for

changes in the crustal column to the presently used flexure equations.

The study of simple models indicates that the most reliable parameter

in estimating flexural rigidity is the wavelength of the flexure. 1~en

elastic flexure and buoyancy of added crust are considered in relation

to the Hawaiian Ridge at Oahu, a plausible case is made for the
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presence of both. The new interpretation results in a reduction in

tensile stress at the base of the lithosphere but the stress still seems

sufficient to cause fracture.

On the other hand, second study results indicate that for long

term surface loading, the lithosphere should not be modeled as a purely

elastic structure. The study utilizes the finite element method and a

non-linear steady state creep equation. It is assumed that any element

in which creep strain is greater than the elastic strain is fluid and

no longer contributes to the elastic support of the load. A set of

tests on a model approximating a half space indicates that creep is

initially concentrated under the load at depths of 80-250 km primarily

because that is where the homologous temperature reaches its maximum,

especially under wet conditions. With increasing time and load, fluid

conditions spread outward revealing a lithosphere-asthenosphere

structure. A second series of tests on an 80 km thick plate overlying

a fluid showed that, over time periods on the order of 105-106 years,

there is significant creep in the lower lithosphere. These tests lead

to an alternative model of flexure of a viscous lithosphere. According

to this model the flexural rigidity of the lithosphere decreases because

a thinning portion of lithosphere elastically supports the load. The

creep process continues until a final state is reached where the

elastic portion of the lithosphere is about 10-30 km thick. Comparison

with data around the Hawaiian Islands indicates that the flexural

response of almost all of the load is in the final state and thus does

not produce any stress at depths of 60 km, the depth of magma origin.

This interpretation casts serious doubts on the hypothesis of island

chain formation by fracture due to surface loading.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The origin and formation of linear island chains, like the

Hawaiian Islands, is one of the most interesting topics in earth science

today. The numerous hypotheses which have been forwarded as explana

tions of these features can be placed into three major categories.

The convection (or hot spot or plume) models provide for a supply of

heat and magma within the mantle below the lithosphere, possibly as

deep as the core-mantle boundary (see Wilson, 1963; Morgan, 1972;

Anderson, 1975; and Richter and Parsons, 1975> ~or variations of the

idea). The second category can be termed 'propagating fracture'. The

magma source is the upper asthenosphere just below the lithosphere.

A mechanism is needed to fracture at least the base of the lithosphere

so that magma can rise into it. Among the suggested mechanisms are

(a) thermal stresses in a coo1i.ng lithospheric plate (Turcotte and

Oxburgh, 1973), (b) movement over a non-spherical earth (Green, 1971;

Turcotte and Oxburgh, 1973), (c) heating due to a concentration of

heat-producing elements (McDougall, 1971), and (d) loading of the

island chain itself (Walcott, 1976). A third category is the thermal

feedback-shear melting idea of Shaw (1973) and Jackson (1973).

The existence of such a number of possibilities can be inter

preted as showing a lack of critical data which would help to eliminate

or modify the hypotheses. I believe also that some of the hypotheses

have not yet been tested carefully. In this dissertation, I intend to

examine various facets of the hypothesis of propagating fracture by

loading, hereafter called the loading hypothesis.
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The theoretical basis of the loading hypothesis is the analytical

study of flexure of an elastic beam or plate overlying a fluid. The

method has been long recognized in the engineering literature (e.g.,

Nadai, 1963). The basics of the theory are summarized in chapters 3

and 5. Among the first to apply the method to the geological sciences

was Gunn (1943) who modeled the lithosphere as the elastic plate.

Walcott (1970a) and Watts and Cochran (1974) interpreted the

structure of the Hawaiian Islands in terms of lithospheric flexure.

Walcott (1970a) showed two ways of measuring flexure. First, by

estimating wavelength from the distance of the ridge axis to the outer

bulge (arch), a value of flexural parameter for the lithospheric plate

of about 85 km was obtained. By fitting the deflection amplitude

under the ridge a much larger value was derived. This conflict was

resolved by using a model in which the lithosphere was fractured under

the load. In this case, the flexural parameter derived for both ampli-

tude and wavelength was 125 km. Walcott (1976) furthered the case of a

broken lithosphere by calculating stresses within a continuous 1itho-

sphere. For loads the size of the Hawaiin Islands, he calculated

stresses in the ki10bar range, sufficient to cause fracture.

By resolving in this manner the conflict between wavelength and

amplitude, Walcott (1976) issued what can be taken as a formal state-

ment of the loading hypothesis:

" ... 1 deduce that while the smaller seamounts can
be supported by simple elastic flexure of the
lithosphere, the larger seamounts will produce
stresses during their growth large enough to cause
a disruption of the p1ate ...This appears to have
happened in the Hawaiian-Emperor chain ... "

2



Walcott (1976) asserts that the direction of propagat;.on is

controlled by the ambient stress in the lithosphere; failure occurs

parallel to the direction of ambient compressive stress. Since there

is evidence that the plate is compressed in the direction of plate

motion, propagation takes place in that direction.

In this dissertation, I examine the loading hypothesis in two

ways. The first (chapter 3) critically looks at one of the assumptions

of previous flexural studies: that the Mohorovicic Discontinuity

(Moho) can be used to measure the flexural displacement. An argument

is presented which puts more confidence in the wavelength measure of

flexure, thus resolving the conflict between it and amplitude and

relieving the need to introduce the model of a fractured lithosphere.

In the second study (chapters 4 and 5), a method is developed by which

a time sequence of the stress within the earth due to a surface load

can be calculated. In it we see that viscous creep within the litho

sphere is sufficient to significantly decrease the stress level,

especially in its lower portion. Thus the consideration of non-elastic

behavior in the lithosphere is an important addition to flexural

analysis.

Chapters 3, 4, and 5 contain discussion sections which include

those conclusions necessary in developing subsequent chapters. Dis

cussions of several topics in addition to the loading hypothesis

comprise the final chapter. Included is an examination of the small

flexural rigidities determined for the lithosphere under Hawaii and

elsewhere. They correspond to lithospheric thicknesses of 15 to 30 km,

much less than the generally accepted value of about 80 km. During the

course of this study, an explanation for these low values was developed

3



and will be presented in the concluding chapter. Indeed, an under

standing of the process is essential to the resolution of the loading

hypothesis.

4



2. SUMMARY OF DATA

This chapter summarizes only the data referred to in the rest of

the dissertation. Comprehensive discussions of the geology and geo

physics are in Macdonald and Abbott (1970) and Ma1ahoff and Woollard

(1971) .

The Hawaiian Islands are the subareal peaks of the Hawaiian Ridge

which stretches about 3500 kID across the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 2.1). The

major islands of the Hawaiian Ridge lie at its southeast end (box in

Fig. 2.1). At its northwest end, the Hawaiian Ridge encounters the

southern end of the Emperor seamount chain which continues northward

until it is subducted with the Pacific plate between the Kuri1 and

Aleutian trenches. The Hawaiian chain has been thought to be a contin

uation of the Emperor chain (e.g., Morgan, 1972) and data from age

dating are consistent with this hypothesis (see below). In our exam

ination of the loading hypothesis, however, we will concentrate on the

major islands of the Hawaiian chain.

2.1 Lithospheric structure

In the hypothesis of plate tectonics, oceanic plates are gen

erally thought to be on the order of 80 to 100 km thick based on inter

pretation of data on bathymetry, heat flow and seismic surface wave

dispersion. For instance, Leeds (1975), using the surface wave method,

sets the thickness of the lithosphere near Hawaii at about 85 km. We

shall accept this for now; the meaning of lithospheric thickness will

be discussed in detail later.

The portion of the Pacific plate upon which the Hawaiian chain

lies is for the most part in the Cretaceous magnetic quiet zone. Age

5
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7

of the lithosphere probably increases slightly along the length of the

ridge to the northwest to the Hawaiian-Emperor bend where it then de

creases northward along the Emperor chain.

The composition of the lithosphere is either pyro1ite (Ringwood,

1975), garnet peridotite (Yoder, 1976) or eclogite (Press, 1972).

Resolution of this question is most likely not critical to the arguments

in this dissertation.

2.2 Age of the islands and rates of propagation andoc volcanic eruption

It has long been noticed that the age of the islands in the

Hawaiian chain increases toward the northwest. Radiometric age deter

minations of many islands and seamounts have largely confirmed this

trend. Fig. 2.2 is taken from a recent summary by Jarrard and Clague

(1977).

Intimately connected with age determination are the rates of

'propagation' of the chain and of volcanic eruption. Using the bound

aries of the shaded region of Fig. 2.2, the propagation rate from

Midway to Kilauea lies between 95 mm/yr and 110 mm/yr.

Based on an age of 42 to 44 m.y. for the Hawaiian-Emperor bend,

Bargar and Jackson (1974) calculate the rate of eruption for the entire

Hawaiian Ridge as 1.8xl07 m3/yr. This is six times less than the

10.8x107 m3/yr derived by Swanson (1971) fer Kilauea for the years

1952-1971, and about three times less than the 5xl07 m3/yr found for

the island of Hawaii by Moore (1970). These rates have been used to

infer that volcanism and propagation rate seems to have accelerated in

the last ten m.y. (Jackson et al., 1972).

The rate of loading on the surface of the lithosphere depends on
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9

the rate of eruption and whether the eruption occurs under subareal or

submarine conditions. Table 2.1 briefly summarizes the range in

loading rates based on the maximum and minimum estimates of the eruption

rate.

Table 2.1

Condition,;

Load Accumulation per Year

Eruption rate (xl07 m3/yr)

1.8 10.8

Submarine (p=1. 5)

Subareal (p=2.5)

2.3 Crustal Structure

2.6 x 1016 dyne

4.4 x 1016

1. 6 x 1017 dyne

2.6 x 1017

Seismic refraction and gravity anomalies are the principal

sources of knowledge of crustal structure in oceanic regions. Several

dozen refraction lines have been run in the region of the Hawaiian

Islands (see summary by Furumoto et al., 1973). In general, seismic

refraction shows a thickening of the crust under the islands reaching

a maximum of about 20 km under Oahu and Kauai. Analysis of gravity

anomalies, in general, confirms this structure (Strange et al., 1965).

The crust of the islands is complicated, however, by high velocity

high density intrusives which have been revealed by seismic (Adams and

Furumoto, 1965), gravity (Strange et al., 1965) and magnetic (Malahoff

and Woollard, 1968) data.

The crust to the north of the main islands has been well surveyed

and has a fairly uniform thickness of about 5 km. The crust to the

south of the islands, though less well surveyed, appears to be signif

icantly thicker, about 8 km (Furumoto et al., 1968)



A feature of prime interest in this dissertation is the Hawaiian

Arch, first described, along with the associated Hawaiian Deep, by

Dietz and Menard (1953). They outlined the position of the Arch and

included crossings at two points. Hamilton (1957) presented four more

crossings and outlined its position north of the islands, around the

southern tip and continuing south of the ridge to a point directly

south of Oahu (Fig. 5.2). We have added to Fig. 5.2 tracks from the

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics; the position of the arch in these

new lines is consistent with the previous data.

2.4 Structure of active volcanoes

The Hawaiian Volcano Observatory, located on Kilauea, has

collected important data in establishing the structure of the active

volcanoes, Kilauea and Mauna Loa. The data include seismograms of

earthquakes associated with the growing volcano; these earthquakes are

located to depths of about 60 km (Eaton, 1962; Koyanagi et al., 1976).

Eaton and Murata (1960) traced seismic activity from similar depths

upward in the year preceeding the 1959 eruption of Kilauea. This

data have been interpreted as indicating the origin of magma at about

60 km depth. Petrological analysis of tholeiitic basalts also

suggest origin at 60km depth or deeper (e.g. Green, 1971). Earth

quake hypocenters and geophysical studies over old volcanic plugs

give a rough estimate of 10 to 12 km as the width of the volcanic

pipe through which magma rises from depth to the surface (Koyanagi

and Endo, 1971; Adams and Furumoto, 1965). There is considerable

evidence of a holding area, or magma chamber, at shallower depths of

3 to 6 km (Koyanagi et al., 1976).

10



2.5 Creep

When a solid is subject to external forces it will internally

adjust to oppose the forces. The adjustment will be observed as defor-

mation or fracture. Figure 2.3 is a generalized graph of deformation

versus time (t) for a specimen undergoing continuous deformation under

a constant load (creep). In this section, we will describe theories and

data for primary (also called transient) creep, which is that portion

which occurs between 0<t<t1' and secondary (steady state) creep, which

occurs between t 1<t<t2.

Transient and steady state creep can be represented by (Murrell,

1976):

11

E = a10gt + Stm + yt (2.1)

where a, S, and yare functions of deviatoric stress ( cr = cr1 - cr3 )

and temperature, E is strain and m is a constant. y is also noted as

.
Es ' the steady state strain rate (e.g., Garofalo, 1965, p. 16).

Transient creep. The first two terms of the right side of eqn.2.1

represent transient creep. Logarithmic creep (the first term) is dom-

inant under restrictive conditions: at low confining pressures «1 to

2 kbar), at small strains «0.01) and at temperatures less than 0.3

times the melting temperature (Goetz, 1971; Garofalo, 1965, p. 11).

For the second term, experimental data yield values for m between 1/3

and 1/2 (Murrell, 1976).

Transient creep is associated with strain hardening. It seems

reasonable, then, to assume that the total amount of transient strain

is limited. There does not seem to be contradictory evidence for this



Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of deformation with time (from Garofalo, 1965, p. 5).
EO includes elastic and some non-elastic strain. Primary or transient
creep, between to and t1' is characterized by a decreasing creep rate.
Secondary or steady state creep, between t1 and t2' has a nearly constant
creep rate. Rupture occurs at t r•

I-'
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for earth materials. Mott (1953) suggested a limit of 0.1. Post (1973)

found the total amount of elastic and transient strain in his experi-

ments to range from 0.012 to 0.075.

An important relation between transient and steady state creep is

the characteristic time of transient creep, t • One way of interss

preting t s s is: "If the duration of a geotectonic process is less than

t s s then only transient creep will be involved .•. " (Murrell, 1976).

Murrell (1976) derives for earth materials.

t s s ~ 2.5xlO-15 ns s
cr

(2.2)

where t s s is in years, the effective viscosity, ns s ' is in Pa-s (1 Pa-s

= 10 poise), and cr is in MFa (100 MFa = 1 kbar). Derivation of eqn.2.2

assumes total transient strain is 0.1. Since viscosity is highly

temperature, and thus depth, dependent, there is a great variation in

t s s with depth. Murrell (1976) summarizes this for a model of the

oceanic lithosphere (Fig. 2.4). Note especially the great increase in

t s s for shallow depths.

Steady state creep. The last term in eqation 2.1 signifies steady

state creep. Experimental data are usually put into the form (Carter,

1975):

(2.3)

where C has units sec-lkbar-n if cr in kbar, n is a dimensionless

constant, Q is the activation energy, R is the gas constant and T is

temperature. Published experimental data are summarized in Weertman
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and Weertman (1975) and Carter (1975). Table 2.2 lists data for dunite

and single crystal olivine.

Weertman and Weertman (1975) plotted creep rate versus stress

reduced to T=1673°K based on the data in Table 2.2 (Fig. 2.5). Note

that creep rates for wet samples is larger than for dry samples at

equivalent stress. This is explained by the effect of hydrolytic

weakening in which a small amount of water reduces the high temperature

strength of the mineral (Weertman and Weertman, 1975). On Fig. 2.5 we

plot the relations used in this study to approximate wet and dry

conditions. The coefficients used in the approximations are listed in

Table 2.2. The lines also serve as bounds to the admittedly imprecise

data.

Equation 2.3 is valid at atmospheric pressure. There is very

little experimental data on the pressure dependence of creep (Murrell,

1976; Goetze and Brace, 1972). Weertman (1970) proposed the relation

15

(2.4)

where T is the melting temperature at pressure and G is a dimensionlessm

constant; the value of the latter seems to be about 30 (Table 2.2).

The critical variable in equation 2.4 is the homologous temper-

ature, T/Tm, since it occurs as an exponential factor. Its value,

however, is not well established because (a) the geotherm is not

accurately known and (b) the choice of appropriate melting temperature

relation has not been decided. Figure 2.6 shows the range of possible

values of the homologous temperature. It can be seen that the choice

of melting relation has a much greater impact on the value of the



Table 2.2

Creep Coefficients

C n Q Temp G Stress Ref.*

(kbar-ns-1, (kca1) Range Range
mole (OK) (kbar )

dunite
dry 3.4~108 3.18± 130 1000- 31.8 1-10 P&G

0.18 1600

dry 5.1x109 3.3 111 1200- 1-10 C&A
1600

wet 3.4x108 3.18± 93.1± 1000- 31.8 1-10 P&G
0.18 25 1600

wet 1.2x103 2.1 54 1200- 1-10 C&A
1600

olivine
dry 4.2x1011 "'3 125± 1700- 29 0.05- K&G

5 2000 1.5

dry 3 1373 3-10 K&R

this
study

6x107dry 3 120 1673 30

wet 3xl08 3 90 1673 30

16

* P&G: Post (1973) and Post and Griggs (1973); C&A:
La11ement (1970) corrected by Carter (1975); K&G:
Goetz (1974); K&R: Kirby and Raleigh (1973).

Carter and Ave'
Koh1stedt and
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homologous temperature than the choice of geotherm. The geotherms were

taken from Mercier and Carter (1975) and are based on xenoliths orig-

inating between about 30 and 100 km depth~ the zone of prime interest

in this study. These pyroxene geotherms are approximately equal to the

oceanic geotherm of Clark and Ringwood (1964).

Murrell (1976) offers three choices for the appropriate melting

19

temperature: dry solidus~ wet solidus~ and liquidus. Kirby and Raleigh

(1973) used the average of the liquidus and solidus. If the dry solidus

is used~ the homologous temperature profile reaches a maximum near 0.9

at about 100 km depth and decreases slightly thereafter (Fig. 2.6).

There has been recent evidence from seismology (Duschenes and

Solomon~ 1977) and petrology (Green and Lieberman~ 1976) which indicate

preference for wet conditions in the mantle. If the wet pyrolite

solidus is used~ T/Tm is greater than 1 between about 80 and 160 km

depth (Fig. 2.6). This has been taken to infer that a small amount of

partial melt exists there (e.g.~ Wyllie~ 1971). The constitutive

stress-strain rate relation for T/Tm>l has not yet been developed~ but

Goetz (1977; based on thesis by Arzi) has reported that the viscosity

is not much different than when TIT =l~ as long as the amount of partialm

melt does not exceed about 10 per cent; such a high percentage is not

believed to be widespread in the asthenosphere.

In a comprehensive model of the oceanic lithosphere~ Forsyth

(1977) argued that the mantle is dry down to at least 60 km depth. He

also calculated geotherms for different ages; at an age of 75 m.y., the

lithosphere is cooler at depths shallower than 60-70 km than indicated



by the pyroxene geotherms. Assuming a dry pyrolite solidus, the homol-

ogous temperature for Forsyth's model at 75 m.y. is shown in Fig. 2.6.

20

Also shown on Fig. 2.6 is the homologous temperature calculated by

assuming that the melting temperature is the average of the solidus and

liquidus. It matches Forsyth's curve at depths less than 25 km, but

levels off to a value of 0.65 at 100 km. Since most estimates of T/Tm

at that depth are about 0.8 to 0.9, we will not use this profile in this

study.

The two experimental values on dunite and olivine put G (eqn 2.4)

at about 30 (Table 2.2). If G = 30, then for the two approximations

used in this study (Fig. 2.5), T/T = 0.84 for dry conditions and
m

T/T = 1.10 for wet conditions at a depth where T = l683°K or aboutm

100 km. From Fig. 2.6, we see that these are reasonable values for

that depth.

The data presented here have in general confirmed the mechanism

of dislocation creep since theoretical development reveals that for

such creep n 3 (Weertman and Weertman,1975). Another creep mechanism

is diffusion (or Nabarro-Herring) creep, where n = 1. Although it has

not been observed experimentally, it is nevertheless expected at

stresses and strain rates lower than those at which experiments are

carried out. Figure 2.7 schematically summarizes the two creep

mechanisms. In Fig. 2.7a, at low stress values, diffusion creep is

dominant; above a critical value, dislocation creep dominates and the

slope of strain rate versus stress increases. In Fig. 2.7b, diffusion

creep is characterized by a constant viscosity with respect to stress

or strain rate. Dislocation creep, however, is non-Newtonian and an



effective viscosity (n), defined by n = alE, shows a decrease with

increasing stress and strain rate. Fig. 2.7b also shows that viscosity

decreases with increasing temperature.

21
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3. ISOSTASY AND FLEXURE IN THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

3.1 Introduction

Response of the earth to the load of the Hawaiian Islands is

commonly based on a model of an elastic or viscoelastic lithosphere

overlying a weakly viscous asthenosphere (Gunn, 1943; Walcott, 1970a;

Watts and Cochran, 1974). In the case of a linear feature like the

Hawaiian Islands, the problem can be formulated in terms of a line

load on a plate, which can be reduced to a two dimensional problem of

a point load on a beam (Fig. 3.1).

Flexural displacement can be measured by anyone of the inter

faces within the lithosphere. Of course, the boundary which is the

true measure of flexural displacement is the one between the top

of the original oceanic crust and the volcanic edifice. This boundary,

however, is almost never observed due to the poor contrast in seismic

velocities between the structures. Hence, another boundary is required.

Both Walcott (1970a) and Watts and Cochran (1974) used the change in

Moho depth to measure deflection. Crustal sections of the Hawaiian

Ridge near Oahu, based on seismic refraction (Furumoto et al., 1968),

show that the maximum deflection is about 10 km. Woollard (1966,

1970), however, prefers the basement (~5.1 km/sec) - oceanic (~6.8

km/sec) boundary as a more accurate measure of deflection. Using this

criterion, the maximum deflection hear Oahu is reduced to about

2 to 3 km.

In this chapter, we examine the effect of using the basement

oceanic (or layer 2-1ayer 3) boundary as the measure of flexural

deflection. In doing so, a synthesis of flexural and isostatic methods
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is developed since on one hand present flexural studies do not allow

for changes in crustal structure and on the other hand, isostasy does

not fully consider elastic forces in the lithosphere. The resulting

equation is then applied to the mechanics of the lithosphere in the

Hawaiian chain.

3.2 On the Relation of Isostasy and Flexure

Equations of equilibrium used in isostatic reductions can be

generalized to include elastic forces within the lithosphere and then

be related to the basic flexure equation. Consider the equation of

Airy isostasy over oceans (Woollard, 1970)

25

~h ( p. - P ) = ~R (p - P )
1 W m c

(3.1)

where ~h is the height of an island or seamount above the ocean floor,

~R is the crustal root increment, and Pw' Pi' Pc' and Pm are the

densities of water, the island, the crust and the mantle respectively.

Equation 3.1 is essentially a force equilibrium equation. Acceleration

in this case is gravity, g, and is common to both terms. The term on

the left side is related to the downward force due to the load. It is

balanced by the term on the right side which corresponds to the upward

force due to the buoyancy caused by the displacement of the mantle by

the crust. Any lithospheric elastic fiber forces would add another

positive term to the right side. If the lithosphere is viewed as an

elastic medium, then we propose that the equilibrium equation to be of

the form

~R (p - P )g + C nm c eN
(3.2)
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where Cei is related to the upward force which arises from the elasti

city of the lithosphere.

The equilibrium equation developed for flexure problems is

(Walcott, 1970a),

P = (p - p )gw + D ~4w
a c (3.3)

where P is the load, D is the flexural rigidity, p and p are the
a c

densities of the asthenosphere and the infilling crust, respectively,

and w is the deflection (Fig. 3.1).

In comparing eqns. 3.2 and 3.3, P is equivalent to ~h(p. - P ) and
1. c

DV4w is the elastic term Cei• However, y(p - p ) and ~R(p - P ) area c m c

not necessarily equivalent for two reasons. The first lies in the

density terms. For flexure (3.3) the density difference is that be-

tween the upper mantle and crust. Past flexural studies have equated

the asthenospheric density with that of the upper mantle (i.e. p = p ).
a m

We will also do so, and, assuming a constant crustal density, the two

density terms are numerically equivalent. But w(p - P ) and
m c

~R(p - P ) are still not necessarily equivalent because w refers to
m c

only that part of the displacement which is elastically flexed.

Walcott (1970a) and Watts and Cochran (1974) assume that w = ~R.

However, as mentioned in the introduction, Woollard (1966, 1970) con-

siders the actual amount of subsidence to be much less. If

~R = w + u (3.4)

where u is a measure of the unflexed portion of the crust then an

equivalent form of eqn. 3.2 would be



4
~h(p. - P )g - u(p - p )g = w(p - p )g + DV w

1 w m c m c (3.5)
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4where DV w = Cei• Comparing eqns. 3.5 and 3.3 shows that the extra

term on the left side is a negative correction to the load which is

caused by the extra buoyancy of the unflexed material.

The solution of eqn. 3.5 for a line load on a plate or a point

load on a beam is (Watts and Cochran, 1974),

w = P exp (_ ~) ( cos x + sin ~)
2(p _p )ga a

m c

where the load, P, now includes all terms on the left side of

equation 3.5 and

4 4Da =--
~pg

(3.6)

(3.7)

where ~p = p - p. The flexural parameter, a, has dimensions ofm c

distance (Walcott, 1970a; Fig. 3.1).

The theory presented here differs from the regional isostasy

presentation of Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz (1958, pp. 137-141). They

assume complete isostatic compensation and then numerically correct

for the effect of the elastic lithosphere by spreading the compensation

according to a formula similar to equation 3.6. The method developed

here requires incomplete compensation because of the presence of

internal lithospheric forces.

3.3 The Effect of Unflexed Crust on Simple Models

There have been two ways that flexure has been estimated from

observed data: the topography and the change in Moho depth (Walcott,



1970a) and gravity anomalies (Walcott, 1970a; Watts and Cochran, 1974).

If the increase in thickness of the crust is due entirely to flexure

then these methods lead to similar results. If, on the other hand,

there is a significant amount of unf1exed crust then the analysis,

particularly of gravity anomalies, in some ways becomes unsuitable

in estimating flexure. Consideration of some simple models will

point this out.

Using equation 3.6, the deflection was calculated for a two-

dimensional seamount 5 km high, 120 km wide at the base and 50 km wide

at the top and with no unf1exed crust. The parameters used in the

calculation were: D = 2x10 30 dyne-cm, g = 980 cm/sec
2,

P = 3.3 gm/cm3,
m

3Pc = 2.8 gm/cm , and a = 110 km. The flexural displacement was added

to the initially flat crustal structure and the result is shown in

Fig. 3.2a along with the gravity calculated for that structure. Note

that the maximum deflection, directly under the seamount, is about

six km.

Suppose now that the displacement is calculated using a larger

value of the flexural parameter, a, and inc1udin~ an amount of unf1exed

crust. Figure 3.2b shows the crustal structure and gravity anomaly

28

for a = 150 km and u
max

3 km. The amplitude and shape of the gravity

anomaly near the axis in nearly identical to that of Fig. 3.2a.

Increasing 'a' increases the strength of the lithosphere, which reduces

the amount of flexural displacement for a given load. Furthermore,

the unf1exed crust in Fig. 3.2b reduces the load, which further reduces

the amount of flexure. The result is that the maximum deflection in

Fig. 3.2b is about 3 km compared to 6 km in Fig. 3.2a. However, in the
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gravity calculation, the unf1exed crust effectively replaces the

reduction in flexure; this results in similar gravity profiles over

the peaks of the seamounts.

For a better measure of flexure, we must go to the flanks where

the effects of the unf1exed crust are minimal. Here, there is a

difference in the ridge to arch distance (or one-half the wavelength)

which directly reflects the difference in the flexural parameter

(Fig. 3.2a,b). This distance can be measured on either gravity or

topographic profiles. Another parameter which is-little affected by

the unf1exed crust is the amplitude of the arch. It, however, is

usually more difficult to measure.

Accurate estimation of the flexural parameter, a, is critical

since the flexural rigidity, D, the parameter usually sought by

4modeling, is proportional to a. In this example (Fig. 3.2), the

change in 'a' is 150/110 = 1.36 which changes D by a factor of

41.36 = 3.46.

Crustal structure based on seismic data can be used as a check

on the flexural rigidity derived from the ridge-arch distance or the

arch amplitude. From a selected crustal boundary, two quantities are

measured. First, the amount of flexure is estimated by the change

in depth of the boundary. Second, a revised load is calculated by

initially estimating the amount of un flexed crust as the differecne

between the depth changes of the chosen boundary and the Moho and

then subtracting it from the seamount load. Using this revised load

and the flexural parameter derived from the ridge-arch distance, the

amount of flexure is calculated. This quantity approximates the

30



amount es:timated from the crustal structure if the chosen boundary is

meaningful.

3.4 Flexure of the Lithosphere near the Hawaiian Ridge

With the ideas developed in the previous sections, we are able

to roughly estimate the flexural parameter of the lithosphere as it

responds to the load of the Hawaiian Ridge.

Watts and Cochran's (1974) profile 7 passes just south of Oahu

perpendicular to the Hawaiian Ridge. Using the crustal structure of

that area as summarized in Furumoto et al. (1968), the boundary between

the basement and oceanic layers was assumed to be the measure of

flexural displacement. Thus the amount of unflexed crust was estimated

to be the change in difference between the Moho depth and the basement-

oceanic boundary depth or, equivalently, the change in thickness of

the oceanic layer (Fig. 3.3). The density contrast between the crust

3and mantle was taken to be 0.5 km/cm and the density of the island

load was assumed to be 2/5 gm/cm3 in contrast with the 2.8 used by

Watts and Cochran (1974). (There seems to us to be no need to change

the conclusion of Menard (1964, p.60) and Woollard (1954) that the

average density of Oahu and other Pacific islands and seamounts is

3about 2.3 to 2.5 gm/cm.) The crustal structure and gravity were

calculated for a = 90 km and compared with the observed data and with

Watts and Cochran's model (Fig. 3.4). The wavelength fits of gravity

and topography are particularly good on the northeast flank. The

fit of the gravity minimum under the Hawaiian Deep is very good al-

though this probably does not mean much structurally. The inner edge

of the deep just marks the extent of the lava flows that built the
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ridge. To the southwest, the calculated wavelength is about 30 km less

than that observed, but the arch is poorly defined here and is further

complicated by having a thicker crust than the northeast flank (chap. 2).

Further work was not warranted since the data was not in original

form but was rather traced from the diagrams in Watts and Cochran

(1974). Nevertheless, a=90 km is considered to be a very good estimate

of the flexural parameter. The calculated crustal structure is very

similar to the real structure and thus provides self consistent evi-

dence that the basement-oceanic boundary is a good measure of flexure.

Gravity over the ridge axis calculated by this study and by Watts

and Cochran (1974) are similar, but both are less than the observed.

This might be due to a nearby intrusion (chap. 2).

The part of this analysis that does not seem to agree with the

data is the calculation of the amplitude of the first maximum, which

corrseponds to the Hawaiian Arch. The ratio of the arch amplitude

(w ) to the maximum deflection at the ridge axis (w ) is w /w
a m a m

-'IT 'V= e

1/23 (Lliboutry, 1974). The arch amplitude has been estimated to be

about 500 m (Hamilton, 1957). This leads to a flexural displacement

under the ridge of 11.5 km, which is more in agreement with previous

flexural studies than with this one. However, there are several

factors that complicate the determination of the arch amplitude.

First, the crust under the arch seems thinner than normal oceanic

crust (Woollard, 1975), suggesting the presence of some process

other than flexural uplift. Another factor is the difficulty in

determining the base level from which to measure the amplitude (Menard,

1964). This difficulty may be significant particularly in view of

recent work done on the feature known as the Hawaiian Swell on which



the Hawaiian Ridge and Arch are superimposed (Watts, 1976). The

amplitude of the swell is in the hundreds of meters which may account

for a large part of the estimated arch amplitude.

3.5 Discussion

The thrust of this chapter is that the displacement of the Moho

may not be a correct measure of flexure. Acceptance of this conjec

ture, however, requires a physical or chemical mechanism for the

formation of the unf1exed crust. A discussion on this topic is pre

sented in the concluding chapter; essentially the question seems to

be unresolved. Thus we consider the ridge-arch distance a preferable

measure of flexure because it does not depend on the resolution of

this question. Further work here will use this parameter exclusively.

Seismic refraction studies indicate that the 'crust south

of the Hawaiian Ridge appears thicker than that to the north (chap. 2).

We have not considered this difference because of the relative thinness

of the crust compared to the lithosphere. Furthermore, there is no

evidence which suggests a difference in the lithospheric structure

from north to south through the ridge. It is quite possible however,

that the difference in crustal structure may result in second order

differences in flexure north and south of the ridge. Work along

these lines is encouraged.
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4. CREEP DEFORMATION IN THE EARTH IN RESPONSE

TO SURFACE LOADING

4.1 Introduction

The analytic flexural method used in the previous chapter assumes

steady state conditions of an elastic layer overlying a fluid half

space. We know, however, that for short times the entire mantle be

haves as an elastic solid. There must then be a transition stage

between elastic and flexure stages. In this chapter we investigate

the applicability of the finite element method in studying creep in

the earth under conditions of surface loading.

The finite element method is a well-established technique in

structural mechanics (Zienkiewicz, 1971). The method consists of

approximating a solid continuum by a number of elements (Fig. 4.1).

Elastic behavior is assumed for each element and equilibrium conditions

between applied external and elastic internal forces are satisfied.

As it is usually set up, internal deformation and stress are calculated

under known external loads. An important advantage of the method is

that element size can be reduced in areas of interest.

Originally developed by structural engineers, the finite element

method has been applied to various geological problems in structure

(Voight and Samuelson, 1969; Douglas, 1970), rock and soil mechanics

(Fenves et a1., 1973), volcanic deformation (Dieterich and Decker,

1975), stresses due to loading (Sturgu1 et a1., 1976) and isostatic

rebound (Sturgu1 and Grinshpan, 1975).

There are two common methods for introducing creep into the finite

element method (Zienkiewicz, 1971, chap. 18). One method involves
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working in terms of nodal velocity rather than displacement; the

theory is developed in Dieterich and Onat (1969) and applied to

folding (Dieterich and Carter, 1969; Parrish, 1973; Parrish et al.,

1976). The other method, which will be used here, is the initial

strain method (Zienkiewicz, 1971, pp. 393-404). It has been used to

study diapiric intrusion (Berner et al., 1972) and the mechanics of

the descending lithosphere (Bischke, 1974, 1976; Neugebauer and

Breitmayer, 1975).

In this chapter, we describe the response of the earth, modeled

as a finite element structure, to a surface point load. We assume,

as is done in the beam flexure problem, that the load is placed on

the surface without significantly disturbing the mechanical properties

of the structure. In actuality, magma rises from depth through a

volcanic neck, the width of which is estimated at about 10 to 12 km

(chap. 2). But since most of the support of the load is spread out

out to a distance of hundreds of kilometers, the assumption seems to

be a reasonable one. The aim of the experiments is clearly to examine

first order features. Hence, complicating effects such as the un

flexed crust mentioned in the previous chapter are not considered

here.

4.2 Finite Element Method

Each triangle in Fig. 4.1 is an individual finite element; its

vertices are called nodes. A displacement function is defined such

that the displacement within the element can be determined from the

displacement of the nodes:
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where if} gives the displacement of any interior point of the element,

[N] is a general function of position and {ole is a list of the nodal

displacements. For triangular elements in axisymmetric conditions,
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and

where

U.
1-

V.
1-

u.
{ole J

v.
J

uk
vk

[:i 0 N. 0 Nk ~J[N] J
N. 0 N. 0

1- J

N. = (a.+b.r+c.z)/2l'. etc. ,
1- 1- 1- 1-

a. rjzk- rkzj1-

b. z. - zk1- J

c. = r - r. etc. ,
1- k J

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

i, j, and k represent the nodes, u and v are the horizontal and

vertical displacement, respectively, and l'. is the area of the element.

The strain vector for the element is

E: dV/dZZ
E: dU/dr

{t:} r
E:e u/r

T dU/dZ + dV/drrz

(4.5)

Strain is related to the nodal displacement by

(4.6)



where [B] can be derived from (4 ..2) and (4.3),

aN. aN. oNk0
J.

0 -.l 0az az a;-
aN. aN. aNkJ.

0 -.l 0 0ar ar ar
[B] = N. N. NkJ.

0 --.l. 0 0r r r
aN. aN. aN. aN. aNk oNkJ. J. -.l --1- (4.7)az ar az ar a;- or

0 c. 0 c. 0 ckJ. J

1 b. 0 b. 0 bk 0
J. J

= 2f:, a. c.z a. c.z a ckzJ. + b. + _J._ 0, ~+b. + -1- 0, ~+ b 0+--r J. r ' r J r ' r k r '

c. b. c. b. ck bkJ. J. J J

The stress is related to strain by the elasticity relation,
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{o l = [D] (Is l - Ic l )a
(4.8)

where [D] is the elasticity matrix which is dependent on the material

properties and {e: } is the initial strain vector. An isotropic
a

material under axisymmetric conditions has

1 v v
0I-v I-v

v 1 v
0

[D] E(l-v) l-v I-v (4.9)
(l+v) (1-2v) v v I 0

I-v I-v

0 0 0
l-2v
2(1-v)

where E is Young's modulus and v is Poisson's ratio.

G



If an external force is applied, the element will deform. The

equilibrium equation that describes the deformation is based on the

assumption that the external and internal work done by the various

forces and stresses during the displacement are equal (Zienkiewicz,

1971, p.2l). The equilibrium equation is
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(![B]T[D][B]d(vo1»{o}e - ![B]T[D]{£ }d(vo1)
o

- ![N]T{g}d(area) - {R}e = 0
(4.10)

where

{R} =

R.
1r

R.
1Z

R.
Jr

R.
JZ

~r

~z

accounts for external concentrated forces at the nodes. By defining

the elemental stiffness matrix as

[k]e = ![B]T[D][B]d(vol),

the force due to initial strain as

(4.11)

(4.12)

and the force due to external loading at the boundary of an element as

(4.13)

where {g} is the load per unit area, equation 4.10 can be rewritten as

(4.l4a)

The development of equations 4.1 to 4.10 can be applied to the

entire structure. This yields

[K]{O} + {F}£ + {F}b - {R}
o

o (4.l4b)



where [K] is the sum of the elemental [k]e.

Incorporation of creep. The initial strain method can be sum-

marized in the following steps.

(a) Apply a load in equation 4.14b at the beginning of a
time period with {£o}=O. Solve the elastic prob1em~

4.14b and 4.8, for deformation and stress.

(b) Assume the stress calculated in (a) to be constant
throughout a time interval; calculate the creep deforma
tion, ~{£c} using the appropriate rheological relation.

(c) Assume that the creep deformation from (b) is an initial
strain in the elastic equations (i.e. ~{£c}={£o}) and
solve for a new stress and (elastic) deformation at
the end of the time interval.

(d) Repeat steps (a) through (c). Changes in the load may
be made here.

A critical step in this procedure is the choice of rheological

relation. In interpreting uniaxial laboratory data (chap. 2) into

a complete theory, we find
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M£ }
c

(4.15)

where ~t is the time increment, a is the second invariant of stress,

-1
[Dol is the inverse of the appropriate elasticity matrix with

v=0.5 and E=l, m=n-1 and n, G, C and TIT are found by experiment
m

(Leckie and Martin, 1967; Zienkiewicz, 1971, pp. 399-402).

One important addition to the above process was made. It is

assumed that any element having calculated creep strain greater than

elastic strain is in a state of complete stress relaxation (hereafter

termed 'fluid') and does not contribute to the elastic support of

the load. A discussion on this is warranted since a creep strain

larger than the elastic strain means the assumption that the stress
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level remains constant throughout the time interval is not valid. If

calculated creep strain is much larger than elastic strain, then

decreasing the time interval would probably not increase the total

time to a fluid state; if creep strain is comparable to elastic strain,

the time to fluidity would increase. The time interval used in most

of the experiments was 10,000 years. In one test with smaller time

increments (2500 years), the pattern of fluid elements at the end of

four iterations was about the same as that after one iteration of

10,000 years. It was found that the decrease in stress due to creep

was partially offset by an increase due to the transfer of support of

the load from fluid elements to adjacent elements.

There is at least one way to avoid additional iterations and

still be reasonably assured that the time to fluidity is approxi

mately correct. Tests described in the next section (Fig. 4.8) show

that a decrease in time interval can be 'compensated' by an increase in

load (i.e. stress). Furthermore, if the creep coefficient n is set to

3 (chap. 2), the increase in load would need to be much less than the

decrease in time interval. Hence, if conservative loading rates are

used, it could be reasoned that if the rates were increased to a more

realistic level, the effect of the long time intervals would be

negated. Thus the times reported here are very approximate but in

view of the extreme lack of precision of the other variables, particu

larly the homologous temperature, we felt justified to proceed.

Once an element was considered to be fluid, it was assigned a

greatly reduced Young's modulus; the reduction was made to 10
2

dyne/cm2, the smallest possible number allowed by the program format.



This loss in strength implies that material within the boundaries of

the element flows out of the element in response to continued stress;

it requires ultimately a mass flow out of the boundaries of the model.

It should be pointed out that the low stress levels may be below

the transition between dislocation and diffusion creep (Fig. 2.6).

If this is the case, however, then using eqn. 4.15 would underestimate

the creep strain. Thus it would be a conservative step in relation

to this study and would to underestimate the spread of fluid elements.

Buoyancy. In accounting for the restoring force due to buoyancy

on the lower boundary of a model, it is not convenient to view it as an

external load at the nodes, since it is proportional to the disp1ace-

ment and thus cannot be calculated before the equations are solved.

The method developed here treats the reaction as a force on the

surfaces of elements on the lower boundary. For such elements, the

equilibrium equation, assuming no initial strain and using equations

4.10 and 4.11, is
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o (4.16)

The buoyancy of the displaced fluid is represented by

(4.17)

where p is the density of the underlying fluid, g is gravitational
a

acceleration and

v=
v , + v.

]. ]
2

(4.18)
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We now let

where, by equations 4.2 and 4.18

o
-gpa

2

o

o

o
-gp

a
2

o

o :]

(4.19)

(4.20)

Inserting 4.19 into 4.16 and taking {ole out of the integration since

it is independent of the general coordinates, we get

(4.21)

In equation 4.21 we see that since the surface force integral is

proportional to the displacements, it is merely added to the stiffness

matrix of the elements.

To make this procedure similar to the analytical flexure method,

we introduce a downward force on the top boundary that represents

the load due to the infilling material. That is, on the top elements,

(4.22)

where p is the density of the infilling material. Further analysisc

is similar to equations 4.18 to 4.20.

4.3 Results

Half-space model. The first series of experiments were run on the

axisymmetric structure shown in Fig. 4.2a. The boundary conditions

were: bottom nodes fixed vertically (i.e. only horizontal displacement

allowed) and side nodes fixed horizontally. Comparison with other

sets of boundary conditions showed no significant difference in results.
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It was thus assumed that the size of the model (radius = 500 km,

thickness = 300 kra) was large enough that choice of boundary conditions

did not greatly affect the solution due to small stress values in the

boundary elements.

Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio were approximated from

Anderson and Hart (1976). Knowledge of these parameters is very

accurate when compared with the other variables used here. Coefficients

of the creep equation (eqn. 4.15) used were those approximating dry

conditions (Table 2.2). The homologous temperature profile used is

shown by line a in Fig. 2.6; it is the least accurately known variable

(chap. 2).

The time increment was set at 10 4 years. The applied load was

10 20 dyne, slightly less than that calculated using the smallest pub

lished estimate of volcanic discharge rate (Table 2.1).

The results are summarized in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. The finite

element solution at the beginning of the first time period (i.e. at t=O)

was compared to the analogous analytic solution of a vertical point

load on the surface of a semi-infinite solid: the Boussinesq problem

(see Appendix B). In Fig. 4.3, the vertical displacement on the surface

and on the axis are compared. Agreement is good except near the bound

aries since the boundary nodes are fixed in the finite element model.

Comparison of stress was also made (Appendix B). Agreement of finite

element stress estimates and theory for the outside boundary elements

was good. In the elements near the lower boundary and near the axis,

however, stress is overestimated by the finite element method by as

much as a factor of two and may be related to the boundary conditions.
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Figure 4.4 Summary of creep experiments in half space model. Spread
of fluid elements (see test for explanation) under dry
(a) and wet (b) conditions. Numbers indicate approximate
boundaries of fluid elements after 1,2,3, and 4xl04 years.
Once a region becomes fluid, it remains fluid during later
stages. In (b), x indicates element which is not fluid.
In cases like these where the element is surrounded by
fluid, later iterations did not lead to increasing stress
because of the weak surrounding material; conversely,
later solutions were not affected in the elements were
considered to be fluid.



Also near the axis, stress may be overestimated in one element but

underestimated in an adjacent element. In interior elements stress

seems slightly overestimated. Accuracy was considered sufficient for

the purposes of this study. ILcreased accuracy would require a larger

model with smaller elements.

At the end of the first time interval (10,000 years), creep strain

was larger than the elastic strain between about 100 and 150 km depth

and out to about 100 km from the axis (Fig. 4.4a). Creep strains in the

fluid elements were about several times larger than the elastic strains

and thus would have been fluid even if ~t were reduced. After 20,000

years, weakness of the fluid elements caused support of the load to be

transferred to adjacent elements; the consequent increase in stress

prompted these elements to become fluid. After 30,000 years the fluid

elements extended out to 250 km and down to the bottom of the model.

An increase in applied load is directly proportional to the in

crease in stress level within the elements. But due to the non-linear

nature of creep (chap. 2), the increase in creep strain goes up as the

cube of the increase in load. An experiment was run under an applied

load of 1021 dyne or 10 times that of the above experiment. After

30,000 years, fluid conditions spread to almost the entire model below

100 km.

The above tests were run under dry conditions. If the mantle is

wet, which is the preferred state according to some recent papers (see

chap. 2), we would expect the spread of the fluid state to be more rapid

than for dry conditions. This was confirmed in a test (Fig. 4.4b) using

coefficients approximating wet conditions (chap. 2).
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Forsyth (1977) derived a model of the oceanic lithosphere which

is dry down to about 60 km and wet below there. By modifying the homo

logous temperature profile to be in agreement with this model, we would

expect a result similar to that shown in Fig. 4.4b with relaxation re

tarded above 60 km.

The primary conclusion of the half-space model is that with con

servative loads and reasonable coefficients of the creep equation, creep

strain is sufficient to cause complete relaxation at depths below 60

100 km over time intervals on the order of 10,000 years. Increasing the

load greatly enhances the process. A full discussion of this effect is

reserved for the concluding chapter.

Flexure of the lithosphere. Analysis using the model in Fig. 4.2a

broke down when the fluid elements neared the outer boundary. At this

stage, the boundary conditions at the bottom nodes became ineffective;

their fixed nature could not effectively be transmitted through the

weak overlying elements. The fluid elements no longer support the load

elastically but there is now an upward buoyancy force at the base of the

elastic layer. This situation is the same as in the analytic study of

flexure (chap. 3). Accordingly, a new finite element structure was made

and the program modified to incorporate flexural conditions (for details

see the previous section and Appendix A). The only boundary conditions

needed in this setup are those required by axial sYmmetry: axial nodes

fixed horizontally.

In Fig. 4.5, the surface deflection of an elastic plate overlying

a fluid due to a surface point load by analytic and finite element

methods are compared. The analytic solution is given in section 5.2.
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of stress near the axis for finite element
and analytic methods. Parameters of the problem are
the same as listed in Fig. 4.5. Vertical axis is the
distance from the midplane of the plate. Dashed lines
are solutions for Or and Os of analytic problem.
Detailsof the calculations are in Appendix C. Solid
lines denote the values of or and Os for the centroid
of the elements and extend over the vertical thickness
of the element. or = Os in the elements because one
boundary of the element is on the axis.



The finite element models give a good approximation of flexure. The

large displacement in the vicinity of the axis is due to non-flexural

compression. This effect dies out rapidly with distance from the

loading point. The vertical deflection pattern at a depth of forty km

is similar to the surface pattern except the axial deflection is about

0.55 m.

The prediction of the distance to the first maximum is not as

accurate as the amplitude (Fig. 4.5). Analytic theory predicts the

maximum to be 975 km from the axis. The maximum of the coarse grid

finite element model is at 1400 km and for the fine grid model at 1200

km. We suggest that the approximations taken during integration of the

buoyancy force, in particular, eqn. 4.18, the large element size and

small amplitudes of deflection all contribute to the inaccuracy.

In Fig. 4.6, stresses calculated by analytic and finite element

methods are compared (details are in Appendix C). In the lower part of

the lithosphere near the axis, the value of stress agrees to within a

factor of two to four, which we feel is quite good considering the

coarseness of the grid.

For the above problem, maximum strains near the loading point are

10-4 and maximum stress is around 150 bar. Near the axis in the lower

half of the lithosphere, these figures are 10-6 and 3 bar. Thus,

conditions are well within the elastic range.

A set of experiments was run to investigate creep in the plate and

is summarized in Figs. 4.7 to 4.11.

Figure 4.7b and c show the spread of the fluid state and surface

deflection under dry conditions and constant load (Fig. 4.7a). At the
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Figure 4.7 Creep in finite element plate under constant load and dry conditions. Creep
coefficients from Table 2.2 and homologous temperature shown by line a in
Fig. 2.6 were used. (a) Loading history, (b) spread of fluid elements and (c)
vertical displacement, w, at surface. In (b), numbers indicate spread of fluid
elements at 1, 3, and 5xl04 years. In (c), arrows denote location of maximum
displacement at 0 and Ixl04 years. The latter location was also the site of the
maximum at 3xl04 years.
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end of 10,000 years, creep strain was greater than elastic strain below

50 km and out to 80 km (Fig. 4.7b). At 30,000 years, fluidity has

spread upward to a depth of 40 km near the axis. Surface displacement

increases near the axis out to about 200 km and the zero crossing

and first maximum migrate inward. These trends in displacement are

more pronounced in a later experiment. At 50,000 years, the fluid

state has extended out to 120 km.

In the preceeding experiment, the load was kept constant.

However, the physical process of volcanic loading is one in which the

load increases with time. The initial strain method allows for

such a possibility (see previous section) and the following experi

ments were run by increasing the load before each iteration.

The first test was on the use of 10,000 years as the time

interval, ~t (Fig. 4.8). A smaller interval of 3333 years with

smaller load increments (case a) was compared with a constant load

(case c). At 10,000 years, the fluid portion of case a was less than

that of the constant load. The reason for this can be understood by

examining the loading histories. In the first few thousand years,

stress in the constant loading case is three times greater than that

of history a. Thus creep rate is 33 = 27 times larger. Although

stress levels change at 3333 years in case a, the amount of creep

strain will still probably be less than in the constant loading

case between 3333 years and 6667 years. This accounts for the

difference in accumulated creep strain at the end of 10,000 years.

On the other hand, if larger load increments are taken, the amount

of creep strain at the end of 10,000 years will increase. In case b,
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the load is twice that of case a. The amount of fluid elements at

the end of 10,000 years is greater than in case c. It is apparent

that case c is an approximation for a loading history between cases

a and b.

The next experiment repeats the time intervals of the one de

scr-LbedLn Fig. 4.7 (L, e. 10, 30, and 50 thousand years) but with

loading which increases at each time step (Fig. 4.9a). An increase

in load causes a proportional increase in elastic strain and stress.

But due to the nonlinear nature of the creep mechanism, the increase

in creep strain is greater than elastic strain. Hence, fluidity

spreads significantly faster than in the previous experiment (Fig.

4.9b). An important point in the plot of surface displacement (Fig.

4.9c) is that as fluidity spreads, the distance from the axis to the

first maximum decreases from 1500 km to 1300 km. As expressed

earlier, these numbers are overestimates of the real distance. We

nevertheless feel that this phenomenon is qualitatively shown by

this experiment.

The previous tests assumed dry conditions for the lithosphere,

or rather, the most conservative estimates of the creep coefficients

(chap. 2). Suppose, however, that we inhibit creep by decreasing C

by a factor of 100. Fig. 4.l0b shows the spread of fluid elements

due to a loading history shown in Fig. 4.l0a. As in the previous

experiments, this loading history is an approximation for a slightly

greater linear loading rate. At 40,000 years, total relaxation has

spread upward to 40-50 kID depth and out to 80 kID from the axis. At

80,000 years, relaxation has spread to 120 km. This is a little
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greater than that at 10,000 years using the larger value of C (Fig.

4.7b). The decrease in C is not translated to a proportional decrease

in the spread of fluid elements. The reason for this is brought out

in the next section.

In the final experiment reported here, we investigate the effect

of using a different homologous temperature profile. The profile

from Forsyth (1977) is slightly less than that derived by the pyroxene

methods in the lower lithosphere and significantly lower at shallower

depths (Fig. 2.6). We thus expect relaxation to be slower especially

at medium depths. In general, the experiment confirmed this (Fig.

4.11). At 30,000 years, fluidity has spread to an area below 60 km

depth and out to 80 km from the axis. Compare this, for example,

with Figs. 4.7b and 4.8b where the area of relaxation extends about

10 km higher. At 60,000 years, relaxation spreads considerably

outward but not significantly upward.

4.4 Discussion

Limitations. Although the coarseness of the finite element

grid affects the solutions, as mentioned above, it is not a funda

mental limitation of the method. Grids can be made as fine as desired;

the limitation here is only on the size of the computer and the budget

of the experimenter. Considering the imprecision of the data, a

finer grid model would probably have not been warranted here. It is

felt that the conclusions made from these experiments are based on

trends and not on specific numbers and thus would not be altered by the

use of a finer grid.

There is a restriction of a more fundamental nature. It involves
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the range of applicability of the elastic equation, 4.8. Beyond a

certain amount of strain, a method appropriate for large displacements

should be used (Zienkiewicz, 1971, chap. 19). By restricting ourselves

to small loads in these experiments, we believe that we have stayed

within these limitations. Maximum displacement in all the tests was

12 meters and maximum strain less than 10-3• However, unless proper

changes are made, the flexure process in the Hawaiian Islands cannot

be followed to conclusion since displacements would then be measured

in kilometers.

Stress relaxation in the lithosphere. These experiments have

shown that for small loads, reasonable assumptions of the coefficients

of creep and time periods less than 105 years, that there is signifi

cant stress relaxation, particularly in the lower half of the litho

sphere.

We illustrate here that although there is a considerable lack of

precision in knowledge of the creep coefficients and homologous tem

perature, that increase in loading with time coupled with the nonlinear

stress-strain rate relation act to lessen the effect on the response

time of the lithosphere. We noted that if the load increases with time,

a decrease in C by a factor of 100 did not cause a proportional increase

in the time for relaxation to spread through the lithosphere (Fig.

4.11). A similar effect was noted for a decrease in the homologous

temperature profile. (Fig. 4.12).

Let us take the former experiment as an example. We will try to

compensate for the decrease in C by an increase in the time interval

and the corresponding increase in load (see eqn. 4.15). Let us assume



that ~t is increased by a factor, x. Let us further assume a pro-

portiona1 increase in applied load during this time so that elastic

strain and stress also increase by x. The change in the creep strain

is the product of the changes of ~t, the cube of stress, and C, or

x(x3)/lOO. The change in elastic strain and creep strain are equal

when x = x
4/100

or x = 31100 ~ 4.6. In other words, the relaxation

state of the lithosphere for C = 6xl07 at 10,000 years is approximately

5equal to that for C = 6xlO at 46,000 years.

Decrease in distance from axis to first maximum. These model

studies have indicated significant amounts of stress relaxation due

to creep in the lithosphere. We are interested in any measurement

that may confirm this process. Therefore, of prime interest is the

decrease in distance from the axis (or ridge) to the first maximum

(or arch) which occurs as the lower lithosphere becomes fluid (Figs.

4.7c and 4.9c). The amplitude of deflection also changes, but as

pointed out in chapter 3, choosing the appropriate measure of flexural

displacement is not entirely obvious whereas the ridge-arch distance

seems to be a less complicated measurement.

The reason for the decrease in ridge-arch distance is discussed

in detail in the concluding chapter. To summarize the argument, as

stress relaxation spreads upwards, the portion of the lithosphere

which contributes to the support of the load decreases in thickness.

This new effective thickness is the proper term to use in the flexural

equations. The distance from axis to first maximum is proportional

to the flexural parameter, a (for line load, distance = TIa; for point

~

load, distance = 3.46a). The relation between thickness and 'a' is
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through the flexural rigidity, D. From equation 3.7,

4
D = 6pga (4.23)

4

From Nadai (1963, p. 251),

(4.24)EL3

212 (l-v )
D = ---~

where L is thickness of the plate, E is Young's modulus and V is

Poisson's ratio. By equations 4.23 and 4.24, a change in thickness

by a factor of f changes the flexural parameter by f3/4.



5. FLEXURAL RIGIDITY OF THE LITHOSPHERE AROUND

THE MAIN ISLANDS OF HAWAII

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we noted that creep deformation in the

lower part of the lithosphere causes significant stress relaxation.

This should decrease the effective thickness of the lithosphere and

be manifested in the ridge to arch distance. In this chapter, we

examine this process in the Hawaiian Islands.

In analyzing the flexural rigidity around the main islands of

Hawaii, the ridge was first divided into sections and the load for

each section was estimated from bathymetry and topography. The

deflection produced by each section for four crossings of the arch

was calculated for a range of flexural rigidities. We attempted to

fit the ridge to arch distance rather than the arch amplitude, since

the former is considered to be a more accurate measure of flexure

(chap. 3). The objective was to find a set of flexural rigidities

for the sections which would fit all of the crossing of the arch.

5.2 Flexure of an elastic plate

The equation for vertical displacement, w, of an elastic plate

(three-dimensional) overlying a fluid under a point load, P, is

(eqn , 3.5),
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4D'il w + b,pgw = P (5.1)

where g is gravitational attraction, b,p is the density difference

between the underlying fluid and the infilling material, D is the
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flexural rigidity (see eqns. 4.23 and 4.24), and

,::;4w - (L +~) (d
2W + dW)

- dr2 rdr dr2 rdr

The solution of equation 5.1 for a point load on a plate is

(Nadai, 1963, pp. 260-267; Brotchie and Silvester, 1969)

(5.2)

where ~4 = D/~pg and kei (r/~) is a Bessel-Kelvin function 6f the
o

second type, zero order and is tabulated in various handbooks (e.g.

Dwight, 1961; McLachlan, 1934). Note that ~ is analogous to the

flexural parameter, a, in the two dimensional case (eqn. 3.6), but

that ~ and 'a' are not equal (from the definition of ~ above and of

'a' in equation 3.7, we have 12~ = a).

For purposes of calculation, equation 5.2 can be approximated for

r/~ = x < 1 (McLachlan, 1934; Watts et a1., 1975) as

(5.3)

6
x

224262

4 8

- ~ (1 - ~242 + l4~6282)

+ (1 + 1n(2) - 0.57721)(~~ -

keio (x) ~ - -:-~ 1n(x) + --=-=-=-=--=- (In(x) - %)

kei (x)
o

For x > 10 (McLachlan, 1934),

2 -x/Ii .

iT~ [-Sin(>z + f) + ~x Sin(~ + ~~)] (5.4)

A computer program utilizing equations 5.3 and 5.4 to calculate

displacement under distributed loads is available from Watts et al.

(1975). In Fig. 5.1 are plots of the analytic solution (5.2), its
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Figure 5.2 Map of the main Hawaiian Islands showing approximate position of the Hawaiian

Arch. Solid lines are ship tracks across the arch. Un1ab1ed lines are from

Hamilton (1957) and Dietz and Menard (1953). Lab1ed lines are from the Hawaii

Institute of Geophysics (KK=Kana Keoki). Load segments are shown by dashed lines

and are 1ab1ed: KI-Ki1auea; KO-Koha1a; M-Maui; O-Oahu; K-Kauai. Lower boundary

of the load is either the 2500 fathom contour or the nearest degree line.

Topography was estimated from other sources. Traverses of arch used in fitting

flexural rigidity are shown by circles. Labels are discussed in the text.

0'\
\0
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approximations (5.3 for r/~ < 1; 5.4 for r/~ > 1) and the solution

using the Watts et al. program for a 10' by 10' load. The approxi-

mations were within three percent of the analytic solution at every

point; usually agreement was much better. Equation 5.4 and the Watts

program both calculated the distance to the first maximum to within

one percent.

~

The distance from axis to first maximum is at x = 4.9~ or,

~

since 12~ = a, at x = 3.46a. This result may seem curious considering

that for a line load the distance from axis to first maximum is at

x = na (Fig. 3.1). The solutions are compatible, of course, and

this can be verified by approximating a line load with a series of

point loads and summing the deflections.

5.3 Data and Analysis

Figure 5.2 shows the position of the Hawaiian Arch as described

in chapter 2. Also shown are the outlines of the five sections of

the Hawaiian Ridge which were used to calculate the load. The island

of Hawaii was split into two portions, named Kilauea and Kohala, in

an attempt to more finely divide the initial time period. We

recognize that these load segments were not built independently of

each other and certainly overlap in time. But they do represent an

approximate age progression. With the computer program from Watts

et al. (1975), flexural deflections for each load were calculated for
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a range of values of the

1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 x

flexural rigidity, D (e.g. 0.5, .8, .9,

3010 dyne-em) along several representative

lines (shown by circles in Fig. 5.2) which cross the arch. The lines

are on or are near tracklines so that the arch axis is certainly known
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Figure 5.3 Flexural rigidity, D, of the main islands of Hawaii
based on distance from ridge to arch axes. Horizontal
lines indicate age, which was based on the range of
tholeiitic ages from Jarrard and Clague (1977).
One-half m.y. was added to oldest age to account for
buildup of the volcanic edifice. Vertical lines show
range of possible flexural rigidities. The results
of lines HSI and HS2 for KI, KO, and M are shown
by dashed extensions.



to the accuracy shown by the spacing of the circles.

The results are discussed in Appendix D and are summarized here.

Because the effect of Oahu and Kauai on the two lines southeast of

the islands, HSI and HS2, are negligible, these lines are useful in

narrowing the possible values for Kilauea (result: 1.5 to 2 x 1030

dyne-em), Kohala (0.9-l.5xl030) and }fuui (U.9-l.5xl030) (Fig. 5.3).

The lines northeast of Hawaii (HN) and Oahu (ON) were then used to

more precisely estimate the flexural rigidities for all of the loads.

However, no combination was found that produced satisfactory fits

on all of the lines. The main difficulty was that ON indicated

slightly stronger flexural rigidities than HN (Appendix D). Al-

though no best fitting combination was found, the estimates of the

arch positions seemed close enough to constrain the flexural rigidi-

ties for the load segments (Fig. 5.3).

5.4 Discussion

Figure 5.3 indicates the possibility that flexural rigidity is

greater for loads at the sougheast end of the Hawaiian Ridge. How-

ever, we cannot conclude with any certainly that there is a decrease in

flexural rigidity with age. A full discussion of the significance of

this finding is reserved for the next and concluding chapter.

Since the flexural rigidity of the lithosphere around the main

islands of the Hawaiian Ridge does not decrease significantly, if at

all, we assign to it a value of 1.25xl0
30

dyne-em. If ~p = 0.6,

the flexural parameter, a, is 96 km. We compare this with other

values taken in the same area. Walcott (1970a, 1976) derived a value

of the flexural parameter of 85 km for a continuous plate based on
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the distance from ridge to arch around Maui and Hawaii. Although

Walcott (1970a, 1976) prefers a discontinuous model on the basis of a

better fit of the amplitude of flexure, for which the best fitting

'a' is about 125 km, the method of determining 'a' for the continuous

plate is more compatible with out method. Walcott's value of 'a' of

85 km is slightly less than that derived here probably because the

increments he used for comparison were very large. That is, his next

higher value was a = 113 km. We thus see no significant discrepancy

between Walcott's findings and ours.

In chapter 3, a cross section of gravity through the Hawaiian

Ridge near Oahu was fitted with a flexural parameter of 90 km, based

on the ridge-arch distance. The slight difference between that

value and the 96 km derived here may be due to the data in chapter 3,

which was not in original form. The method used to determine flexural

rigidity on the same profile by Watts and Cochran (1974) is not

similar to that used here and results in an 'a' of 76 km.

The relation between effective thickness, L, and flexural

rigidity of the lithosphere is given in equation 4.24 and is plotted

for v=0.28 and various values of E in Fig. 6.1. If D = 1.25xl030

dyne-em, the effective thickness of the lithosphere is 19 to 30 km.
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Modifying the flexural equation

The working hypothesis in chapter 3 is that the boundary between

oceanic layers 2 and 3, not the Moho, is a measure of flexural dis

placement. This requires either (1) a phase change of mantle to crustal

material or (2) an intrusion of new crustal material into layer 3.

The latter alternative also requires that there be no downward displace

ment of the lithosphere due directly to the intrusion.

The idea of a mantle to crust mineralogical phase change seems to

be currently out of favor particularly considering the viewpoint that

the oceanic Moho represents a change from mafic to ultramafic consti

tuents in the ophiolite sequence (see Christiansen and Salisbury, 1975).

Clague and Straley (1977), however, have revived the idea that the

oceanic Moho represents a phase transition by suggesting that it is

the boundary between partially serpentinized and fresh ultramafic

rocks. Furthermore, analysis of seismic data have led Le Pichon

et a1. (1973) to propose a model of the oceanic crust in which layer 3

thickens with age. They speculate that this thickening is due to con

version of mantle material to crustal although they cannot identify

the mechanism. Clague and Straley (1977) explain the increasing

thickness as a downward progression of serpentinization with time.

Conditions under an active volcano are different than in normal oceanic

crust but the point made here is that the possibility of direct con

version of mantle to crust should not be ruled out.

In the alternate choice--intrusion--the Moho remains fairly in

tact, petrologically. There are petrological reasons for expecting the



formation of new oceanic crust and mantle during mid-plate volcanism

(Green, 1971). Jackson (1968), interpreting data from xenoliths,

stated that the lower crust under volcanic centers consists of layered

cumulates which have disrupted the normal oceanic crust. These cumu

lates are formed at the base of magma chambers in a manner similar to

that of the Stillwater complex, Montana. Seismicity patterns below

Kilauea indicate the bottom of a magma chamber near 7 km depth (chap.

2), which would be in the top portion of layer 3 (Hill, 1969). The

velocity of cumulates is about 7.0 to 7.5 km/sec which indicates that

they could be added to the crust only as a portion of layer 3 and thus

would represent unflexed crust. The bottom of layer 2 would remain as

the measure of flexural displacement.

Previous workers who assumed that the Moho measured the flexural

displacement have recognized the thickening of layer 3 under the

islands. Walcott (1970a) interpreted this as a transformation of

layer 2 material into layer 3. This idea is supported by Watts et al.

(1976), who also suggest that the apparent thickening is caused by

dense non-vesicular rock which erupted at depths greater than 1 km.

This is, however, a controversial viewpoint. For instance, the upper

portion of layer 2, originally formed at rise crests, consists pri

marily of basaltic flows (Le Pichon et al., 1973, p. 176) erupted at

depths of at least 3 km. Why should similar flows which built the

Hawaiian Ridge and which erupted at comparable or slightly greater

depths have a higher velocity? Thus the possibility of intrusion also

should not be ruled out. We conclude that the hypothesis on which

chapter 3 is based is not an unreasonable one.
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In summarizing chapter 3, we begin with the realization that the

existance of 60 m.y. old seamounts on the lithosphere requires some

type of upward force. The formulation of a general force equilibrium

equation (eqns 3.2 and 3.5) revealed two candidates: (1) the elasticity

of the lithosphere, which is not fully accounted for in isostatic

formulation and (2) the buoyancy caused by additions to the crust,

which is neglected by previous flexural studies. If both forces are

present, the consequence of neglecting either one is that the effect

of the other is overestimated. For instance, the gravity anomalies

over the Hawaiian Ridge cannot be accounted for by topography alone;

a large mass excess is indicated (chap. 2). For isostatic equilibrium

to exist, Moho depths of 30 km are required, about 10 to 15 km more

than measured by seismic refraction. On the other hand, flexural

studies which do not account for changes in the crustal column, tend

to require large amounts of deflection; much larger than that estimated

from the subsidence of the layer 2-layer 3 boundary. Only when both

isostatic and flexural forces are considered together can proper es

timates of both be made.

When elastic flexure and buoyancy of added crust are considered

in relation to the Hawaiian chain at Oahu, a plausible case can be

made for the presence of both (chap. 3). This study, however, cannot

prove that this is the case and unless the above hypothesis is confirmed

the arguments presented here are pointless. If, on the other hand,

there is a considerable amount of unflexed crust created either by

phase change or by intrusion, then this study provides an improved

method of studying the mechanics of the lithosphere.



6.2 Relaxation of stress due to surface loading

The initial series of tests in chapter 4 utilized a model which

approximated a half space. Results show that under dry conditions,

4conservative loading rates and times on the oerder of 10 years, creep

strain is greatest at depths between about 80-100 km to 200-250 km.

In this area, creep strain is comparable to elastic strain due to the
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load, thus indicating complete stress relaxation. We compare this with

determinations of the top of the asthenosphere (or, equivalently, the

thickness of the lithosphere). Using observed heat flow and bathymetry

and theoretical models involving estimates of thermal conductivity and

radioactive heat production, Sclater and Francheteau (1970) derived

a thickness of 75-100 km for the oceanic lithosphere. A thickness of

about 70 km was derived by Kanamori and Press (1970), based on the

depth to the top of the seismic low velocity zone. Recent work along

these lines (e.g. Leeds, 1975) have led to thicknesses of up to 110 km

depending on the age of the lithosphere. Early studies of glacial

rebound disregarded the lithosphere but later work included it; for

example, McConnell (1968) found a best fitting model which has an

elastic surface layer with thickness of about 120 km. We conclude

then that our tests show stress relaxation due to surface loading

occurs first at asthenospheric depths. Thus, although the astheno-

sphere was not identified a priori, it is nevertheless a direct

result of the experiments.

We consider a reasonable explanation why stress relaxation is

concentrated at asthenospheric depths is because that is where the

homologous temperature reaches its maximum. Decoupling of the



lithospheric plate initiates in the region since that is where

viscosity is intrinsically the smallest. The concentration of shear

stress in the decoupling zone could decrease the viscosity further

through a feedback mechanism described by Schubert et al. (1976)

and thus enhance decoupling. The low velocity zone can be explained

by a combination of pressure and temperature effects, even under dry

conditions (Schubert et al., 1976). Finally, we see that the time

span of glacial rebound data, usually limited to about 20,000 years,

is comparable to the times used in our initial tests. Since the re

bound problem can be thought of as a negative loading problem,

McConnell's (1968) result is not surprising.

We have proceeded thus far assuming dry conditions in the

earth. It seems more likely on the basis of recent studies (e.g

Duschenes and Solomon, 1977) that wet conditions prevail. The exist

ence of just a small amount of volatiles decreases the solidus

greatly, possibly enough to cause widespread partial melting in the

region where maximum creep strain occurs--lOO to 200 km. This would,

of course, accelerate the creep and enhance the process just de

scribed for dry conditions. In other words, the presence of volatiles

does not affect and, in fact, helps the above arguments on the

thickness of the lithosphere. A recent suggestion that the upper

60 km is dry (Forsyth, 1977) also would not significantly affect

this analysis.

It has been suggested that, because of its higher temperature,

the asthenosphere under oceans may be 10 to 100 times less viscous

than it is under continents. We could possibly test this numerically
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with the finite element method. Such a calculation is probably not

justified, however, unless an oceanic feature can be found which is

similar to the geologic record of glacial rebound. In a review

of mantle viscosity, Davies (1977) mentioned that practically all

measurements of asthenospheric viscosity have been under continents.

As creep spreads throughout the asthenosphere, flexural conditions

appear above it (i.e. in the lithosphere). A second series of tests

were run on a model which is similar to that used in analytic flexural

studies. High stress levels in the lower portion of the plate under

the load combines with high temperature there to cause creep strain

to be comparable with the elastic strain. As load and time increase,

fluid conditions spread outward and upward in the lower lithosphere.

The rate of relaxation depends on the choice of wet or dry conditions,

rate of loading, geotherm and melting relation. Even under the

most conservative choice of variables (i.e. dry conditions, small

rate of loading and low geotherm), it was found that significant

stress relaxation occurs in the lower portion of the lithosphere over

a comparatively short time (about 105 to 106 years).

Deformation in the lithosphere does not continue indefinitely.

Thus far we have assumed that creep has been steady state. At

temperatures lower than about TIT ~ 0.3-0.5, however, the onset of
m

steady state creep is suppressed to the point where it does not occur

over loading time scales (see chapter 2 for details). If this is

true then in areas of low temperature, not only is the creep rate

very low, the total creep strain is limited to about O.l(chap. 2).

Thus if the surface loading problem is followed to conclusion, a
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point should be reached where relaxation will be complete below a

depth where TIT ~ 0.3 to 0.5 and incomplete above it. This depth is in
m

the range 10 to 30 km as will be shown in the next section.

6.3 Flexure of a viscoelastic lithosphere

One of the implications of the numerical experiments and their

interpretation is that we can develop an alternative explanation for

the small values of flexural rigidity derived for the lithosphere

in analytic flexural studies. The relation of the flexural rigidity

(D), the elastic constants (E and v) and thickness (L) of a plate is

D = EL3/l2(1-v2) (eqn. 4.24). Figure 6.1 is a plot of D versus L

for various values of E and v=0.28. In Table 6.1, results for D

from the study of several oceanic features are listed along with

their corresponding range of thicknesses derived from Fig. 6.1; we

see that the plate thickness varies between 8 and 32 km.

Previous studies (e.g. Walcott, 1970b; Watts and Cochran, 1974;

Suyenaga, 1976; Meyer, 1977; De Bremaecker, 1977) have explained

the small D values by modeling the lithosphere as a viscoelastic

solid with constant viscosity (Nadai, 1963, chap. 11). According

to this model, the measured D is an apparent flexural rigidity that

is exponentially decreasing with time (Fig. 6.2a). In view of

viscosity profiles that vary by orders of magnitude with depth within

the lithosphere (Fig. 2.4) and the experiments just discussed, we

feel that this model is a poor approximation of the physical state

of the lithosphere. An alternate model model is presented in Fig. 6.2b

along with a sketch of how its flexural rigidity will vary with time.

In this new model, the origin time occurs when deformation
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Table 6.1

Relation of Flexural Rigidity and Effective
Thickness of the Lithosphere

83

Location Flexural Rigidity
(dyne-em)

Hawaiian- 5 x 1029
Emperor chain 2 x 1029*

Main is1ands- 7.7 x 1029

Hawaii 3.5 x 1030*
Main is1ands- 1.25 x 1030

Hawaii

Great Meteor 6 x 1029

Seamount

Necker Ridge 4 x 1028

2 x 1029

Trenches- 3 x 1029
Pacific

Kuri1 trench 5 x 1029

Mariana trench 1.4 x 1030

Thickness
(km)

14 - 22

10 - 17

16 - 26

30 - 45

19 - 30

15 - 24

'VB

10 - 17

12 - 19

14 - 22

20 - 32

Reference

Watts and
Cochran (1974)

Walcott (1970b)
Walcott (1976)

this study

Watts et a1.
(1975)

Meyer (1977)

Watts et a1.
(1976)

Caldwell et a1.
(1976)

"

T/Tm

0.3 <1029 '\4- 10

0.4 <1029 - 'VB - 17

9 x 1029

0.5 2 x 1029 - 13 - 27
2 x 1030

* Discontinuous model
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has proceeded to the point where relaxation is complete in the astheno-

sphere. At this time D corresponds to a thickness on the order of

80 to 100 km (chap. 4). In time zone I, rapid relaxation in the

lower lithosphere leads to a sharp decrease in thickness and flexural

rigidity. In time zone II, as shallower depths are reached, the

homologous temperature decreases causing a reduction in the rate of

decrease in D. Finally, in zone III, creep relaxation spreads up-

wards to a depth where TIT ~ 0.3-0.5. Here, as suggested in them

previous section, steady state creep is suppressed and total creep

strain is limited, thus making any further decrease in D imperceptible.

It is only in this final stage that the model of flexure of an elastic

plate overlying a fluid is realized. (It should be noted that even

in this stage, stress in the plate is partially relaxed and is thus

less than the calculated stress using a purely elastic model.) The

final flexural rigidity is that which corresponds to the thickness of

the plate in zone III.

We now look at the details of the model. The work in chapter

5 was an attempt to estimate the length of the time zones. The

results, however, as summarized in Fig. 5.3, are not presented in the

same form as Fig. 6.2b. In that figure, at t=O, the entire load has

already been applied. In Fig. 5.3, on the other hand, each ridge

segment represents a load accumulated over a time span on the order

6of 10 years. The results of chapter 4 indicate that the lower por-

tion of the lithosphere loses its ability to elastically support a

surface load over that length of time. To look for the effects of

4 5loading over the last 10 to 10 years, however, is difficult
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practically because the maximum arch amplitude due to loads accumulated

over such times would be on the order of 1 to 10 meters and undoubtedly

masked by the effects of the total load.

The results of chapter 5 nevertheless confirm the rapid stress

relaxation in the lower lithosphere indicated by the numerical experi

ments. The length of time zones I and II cannot be longer than about

10 6 years and may be on the order of 105 years; if they were longer,

the flexural rigidity of the youngest load in Fig. 5.3 should have

been greater.

To derive the approximate thickness of the elastic portion of

the lithosphere in zone III (called the 'long term thickness') we

use the plot of homologous temperature with depth (Fig. 2.6). The

results, listed in Table 6.1, show long term thicknesses on the order

of 4 to 27 km. These are comparable to the thicknesses derived in

flexure studies (Table 6.1) and we claim this represents significant

evidence in support of the proposed model.

The range of thicknesses may have two causes other than experi-

mental error. The first is that since the upper layer is still

undergoing transient creep, it probably would be incorrect to say

that the decrease in D stops entirely; it just may be imperceptible

except for extremely long periods of loading. This may explain the

extremely low value of D (and L) derived by Meyer (1977) for the

Necker Ridge, the age of which is estimated at 60 to 95 m.y. (Meyer,

1977, p. 68). Another possible cause for the variance in long term

thickness is that it is greatly dependent on the homologous tempera

ture. As the lithosphere cools with age, then, an increase in the

long term thickness is expected. This process may be perceptible
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with data presently available (J.C. Rose, personal communication, 1977).

Although we believe the model presented here to be more physi

cally realistic than the model of the lithosphere with constant vis

cosity, we cannot at this time claim it to be the preferred one;

the great scatter in present data makes it impossible to make a defi

nite choice between models. The proposed model, however, seems to

provide a better explanation for the apparent lack of decrease in D

observed for a single feature as claimed by Watts and Cochran (1974)

on the Hawaiian Ridge-Emperor Seamount chain.

It should be noted that interpretation of small flexural rigidities

in terms of a thin elastic portion of the lithosphere is not new (e.g.

Turcotte, 1974; McKenzie and Bowin, 1976) and that similar models of

the rheology of the lithosphere have been recently put forth by

Murrell (1976) and by Bott and Kusznir (1977). We propose here

merely to link these ideas in order to help us understand what happens

in the earth under conditions of surface loading.

6.4 Definition of crust and lithosphere

In this section we present a brief historical review which should

help clarify some terminology. Much of this section is summarized in

Fig. 6.4.

Crust. It was well known by the ancients that below the surface

of the earth lay a region of great heat and underground caverns

filled with 'subterranean winds'; a region known to most learned

Pythagoreans as the 'central fire within the earth' (Adams, 1938,

p. 11). It comes as no surprise then that the surface of the earth,

which protected man from the fire below, has been recognized and

accounted for in the geological literature. This 'crust', however,
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was not considered to be mechanically different from the interior; it was

just cooler and was a repository for the gems and metals which came

from dense clouds of vapors released by the fire at the center

(Adams, 1938, p. 279).

It was this term 'crust' that was chosen by the earth developers

of the theory of isostasy to describe the hard outer layer of the

earth. To explain certain gravity measurements, Pratt and Airy

proposed rival hypotheses of isostasy. Explanations of the two schemes

are well known (see, for example, Garland, 1965, pp. 52-53) and will

not be repeated here. Both however, rely on rigid crustal blocks

which float on an underlying fluid. In Fig. 6.3, a visualization of

Airy isostasy is shown.

As seismology developed, a new definition of crust was intro

duced--the region above the Mohorovicic Discontinuity. The Moho

was later identified as a mineralogical or chemical change although

the type of change is still debated (chap. 3). In present usage,

the seismic or petrological definition seems to be prevalent but

'crust' still has a connotation of strength. For instance, Garland

(1965, p. 93) concludes that on a world-wide scale, the seismological

crust plays the role of the crust visualized by Airy. Also, Morgan

(1968) formulated plate tectonics in terms of rigid crustal blocks.

Lithosphere. One of the meanings of 'lithosphere' and probably

its original one was in reference to the entire solid earth, especially

when used in comparison with the 'hydrosphere' and 'atmosphere'.

We are not interested in the term as used in this manner but rather

as it is compared in strength with an underlying 'weaker' or
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Figure 6.3 Model describing Airy concept of isostasy
where crustal blocks of constant density are
hydrostatically supported (after Stacey, 1969).



'astheno'-sphere. Origin of 'lithosphere' in this sense has been

attributed to Barrell (1914, 1915) in his series of articles on "The

strength of the earth".

Barrell's aim was to study the strength of the earth through

topographic and gravity anomalies. In his first mention of 'litho

sphere', Barrell (1914, p.290) implies that it is equivalent to the

crust. Earlier (p.289) he lables the 'outer crust' as the 'zone

of compensation' and that its thickness based on geodetic measure

ments varied from 100 to 300 km depending on location. The implied

equivalence of 'crust' and 'lithosphere' is confirmed on p. 442

where he calls the 'lithosphere' the 'zone of compensation'. On p.

658 he defines the lithosphere as being "competent to sustain stresses

imposed by topography" and that it "must obey laws pertaining to the

elasticity of the solid state". He sets the thickness of the litho

sphere at 120 km (p. 680), referring to earlier work by Schweydar, who

in 1912, based on an analysis of tides, identified a slightly plastic

zone (which Barrell called the asthenosphere) starting at that depth.

Although Barrell defined the lithosphere as being competent,

he recognized that strength varied with depth (Barrell, parts 7 and

8, 1915). He compiled a relationship between strength and depth,

based on gravity and geological evidence of surface loading, which

he summarized in a table (reproduced here as Table 6.2). Note that

although the lithosphere includes depths down to 100 km, much of its

lower half has a strength not much greater than the asthenosphere.

In fact, Barrell states: " ... the maximum strength of the crust in

regions free of igneous activity is found at levels above rather than
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Lithosphere

Asthenosphere

Table 6.2

Strength versus Depth
(From Barrell, 1915, p. 44)

Depth (km) Strength in percentage

0 100

20 400

25 500

30 400

50 25

100 17

200 8

300 5

400 4
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below 40 Ian and may lie between 20 to 30 km" (Barrell, 1915, p. 43).

Although the numbers in the table may be subject to revision, we feel

that Barrell's conclusion is valid.

But if the strength of the lithosphere lies above 40 km, why

then is it considered to be thicker? Barrell explained this by

distinguishing between plastic and viscous behavior. A plastic material

yields permanently after a threshold stress is pAssed; at smaller

stresses, deformation is elastic. A viscous material yields at any

stress level. The lower lithosphere, being plastic according to

Barrell, supports a small portion of the surface load (p. 430).

But it is felt that distinguishing between plastic and viscous be

havior in the lower lithosphere is not necessary: its contribution

to the support of the load (other than by buoyancy) is negligible

compared to the upper lithosphere. In terms of strength over long

time periods the lower lithosphere is more like the asthenosphere than

the upper lithosphere.

An explanation for this conflict lies in another line of thought.

A common idea in studying the strength of the earth is that it is

primarily determined by the temperature. Fisher (1889) proposed

that the base of the crust is found where the melting temperature and

geotherm are equal. With very rudimentary knowledge of both parameters,

he estimated that the crust is less than 30 km thick. Similar reasoning

today would lead to greater values.

In the early development of plate tectonics, without the benefit

of much experimental data on rheology, estimates of plate thickness

based on this idea were in the range of 50 to 100 km. For instance,
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McKenzie (1967) chose the cutoff temperature between brittle and plastic

behavior at 900 0 C and derived a lithospheric thickness of about 50 km.

Dietz (1961) stated that "the outer 70 km of the earth is moderately

5strong over time spans of 10 years or more".

But the acquisition of more experimental data has shown that

steady state creep can occur at fairly low temperatures. This led

Stacey (1969, p.204) to "expect a steady state law to apply to all but

the outer 20 km of the earth". We have already pointed out that one

of the more recent reviews of experimental data (Murrell, 1976) con-

firms Stacey's statement. Coupled with the numerical experiments in

this study, this explains why strength in concentrated in the upper

20 to 40 km in Barrell's table. But it does not explain why Schweydar

derived a larger value. Furthermore, independent evidence shows that

the lithosphere of plate tectonics is about 70 to 100 km thick (chap. 2).

Thus we have only partially clarified the situation and in addition

we see potential confusion in the use of the term lithosphere. Is

the lithosphere the plate of plate tectonics or is it the outer layer

of strength of the earth?

With the experience gathered in this dissertation, we advance a

reason for the apparent variation in the lithospheric thicknesses

and also for the discontinuity of strength in Barrell's table. As

explained earlier, creep deformation in response to surface loading

occurs first in the zone where TIT reaches its maximum (i.e. the
m

asthenosphere). We now propose that if stresses continue to be applied

after relaxation in the asthenosphere is complete, then deformation

will proceed to areas of higher viscosity. In the case of surface



loading, initial relaxation occurs in the asthenosphere so that the

load is elastically supported by the lithosphere. With increasing time

stress relaxation within the lithosphere decreases the portion of the

lithosphere which elastically supports the load. We percieve an effec

tive thinning of the lithosphere.

Barrell took his definition of lithosphere from Schweydar, who

based his work on earth tide data. Tides act on a time scale which is

much shorter than that required for significant amount of creep in the

lithosphere. On the other hand, the data which Barrell used to form

his table (Table 6.2) was long wavelength gravity anomalies which were

probably formed by forces acting over much longer periods of time.

Hence, the discontinuity in Barrell's table.

As for plate tectonics, the conventional model of the oceanic

lithosphere is of a block which either is or gradually grows to a

thickness of 80 to 100 km. Stress relaxation apparently does not

proceed to shallower depths and the entire structure can be considered

rigid (Morgan, 1968). Not much is known about the driving force (or

forces) of plate tectonics but, according to the above hypothesis,

either forces act on a short time scale or stress is relieved by

movement of the plate.

We now see why the lithosphere as a layer of strength can refer

to both the plate tectonic plate, with thickness of 80 to 100 km, and

the thinner layer indicated from the study of surface loading features.

To measure the lithosphere's strength, or more properly its elasticity,

an applied stress is needed. Since stress can be applied in a wide

variety of frequencies and orientations, we can expect that different
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Figure 6.4 Thickness of the strong outer layer of the earth by

theoretical and observational methods. Thickness is

in kilometers. This figure summarizes section 6.4.

In each column a specific method is chronologically

traced. The lines at the bottom indicate evidence

used in developing various definitions of the crust

and of the lithosphere.
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systems of forces may lead to models with different features, like

thickness.

As a final point, we attempt to distinguish between 'crust' and

'lithosphere' as they refer to the strong outer layer of the earth.

A k~y in understanding and establishing the difference between the two

terms can be found in Fig. 6.3. Note that an implied condition for

the crust is that it is broken into blocks. It is these blocks which

behave rigidly. A sequence of blocks cannot act rigidly because there

is relative movement between them when they react to exberna1 forces.

The lithosphere, on the other hand, is not rigid; its elasticity is

measureab1e as just stated. The use of 'crust', then, as a term im

plying strength ~s of limited value since rigidity cannot be quan

tified. It may be preferable that 'crust' be used only in its seis

mological and petrological sense. Hence, the 'crustal blocks' in

isostasy diagrams (e.g. Fig. 6.3) have little to do with 'crust'.

This idea follows that of Dietz (1961): "any implications equating

the crust with rigidity must be dismissed". 'Lithosphere' thus

remains as the term referring to the strong outer portion of the

earth.

6.5 Formation of the Hawaiian Ridge

We now return to the original topic of this dissertation: the

formation of the Hawaiian Ridge. In chapter 3 and in subsequent

discussion earlier in this chapter, a plausible case was made for the

use of the boundary between the basement and oceanic layers rather

than the Moho as the measure of flexural displacement. One effect

of this reinterpretation is that the maximum deflection beneath the
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Hawaiian Ridge is about 2 to 3 km rather than approximately 10 km

estimated from the change in Moho depth. This in turn indicates a

corresponding decrease in the tensional stress near the base of the

plate. The decrease, however, does not seem sufficient to lower the

stress below the fracture criterion which, according to Walcott (1976),

is reached if the deflection surpasses about one kilometer.

The above estimates of stress are made under the assumption that

the lithosphere is elastic. Results of chapters 4 and 5, on the other

hand, show that there is significant amount of stress relaxation,

especially in the lower portion of the lithosphere. Indeed, only

the upper 10 to 30 km of what is commonly known as the lithosphere

can be considered elastic for long term loading. This result em-

phasizes the danger in accepting a model developed from one set of

forces to examine another set. In this case, the lithosphere as

determined from plate tectonic forces is not the same structure as

the elastic plate used to study flexure.

This argument is extremely important in relation to the loading

hypothesis. Petrological and seismic data strongly suggest that the

tholeiitic magma of which the bulk of the Hawaiian Islands consists

originates at depths of at least 60 km (chap. 2). Results here show

6
that relaxation time at 60 km is almost certainly less than 10

5years and may be less than 10 years. This means that the stress

due to most of the Hawaiian Ridge has been totally, or almost

totally, relaxed in the region where magma originates. We conclude

then, that the loading hypothesis, as stated by Walcott (1976), is

not correct.



4.6 Future work

Application of the finite element method. One of the advantages

of the finite element method is the ease in which detail can be added

in the form of finer grids (i.e. smaller element), once the program

and models have been produced and tested. One handicap is, natu

rally, the increased cost of running the experiment. The other

drawback is the lack of precise knowledge of the input parameters,

particularly in our case, the homologous temperature and creep

coefficients. If better bounds could be put on these parameters,

it may be possible to rerun the experiments to produce a better

picture of the stress state of the lithosphere in the million or

so years after the application of a load.

Use of the finite element method to study other problems in

volving the mechanics of the oceanic lithosphere may also be at

tempted. Two examples are thermal contraction due to cooling and the

effect of upward forces such as plumes or mantle rolls.

Loading hypothesis. We have concluded that the loading hypoth

esis as stated by Walcott (1976) is not correct. It may be possible,

however, to reformulate the idea that loading causes volcanism

into another hypothesis. For instance, if experimentation with

finer grids is successful in determining the stress state in the

lithosphere during the first million years or so of loading, then

it may be possible to estimate the rate of loading that is needed

to create sufficient stress to cause fracture at depth. Of course,

the immediate problem with this idea is that if volcanism shuts off

for a million years, then there would no longer be any stress to
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restart the process.

Another possibility which may be considered is that fracture

could occur in the middle or upper lithosphere and through some

mechanism release sufficient pressure at greater depths to cause magma

generation.



APPENDIX A

AXISYMMETRIC FI~~fTE ELEMENT PROGRAM INCLUDING

INITIAL STRAIN

The finite element program used in this study was based on a pro

gram written for plane strain (Zienkiewicz, 1971, chap. 20). By com

paring analogous parts of the plane strain and axisYmmetric theory, the

original program was modified to an axisymmetric program.

In changing from plane strain to axisYmmetric conditions the sub

routines that read in data (GDATA) and external load (LOAD), form the

stiffness matrix for the entire structure (FORMK) and solve the system

of equations by the Gauss-Seidel method (SOLVE) are not changed. These

subroutines are listed in Table A2 and the important variables are de

fined in Table Al. A detailed description of these subroutines is in

chapter 20 of Zienkiewicz (1971).

Substantial changes were made in the subroutines that formed the

stiffness matrix for individual elements (STIFT2) and in the one which

calculated stress (STRESS). The changes were of two types. The first

came about by the change from two to three dimensions. Although dis

placement is restricted by symmetry to the rand z directions, there

are four components of strain and stress (eqns. 4.5 and 4.8). Thus,

keeping the triangular elements used in the plane strain program, re

quired, for instance, the elemental stiffness matrix (B) to be 4x6

rather than 3x6.

A second type of modification was made necessary by the intro

duction of creep and the initial strain method, and, for flexural con

ditions, the introduction of buoyancy.
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Creep

The incorporation of creep into the program was done by new subrou

tines GDATA2, DEFORM, and INLOAD and by modifications of STIFT2 and

STRESS, which are all listed in Table A2. Important variables are de

fined in Table Al.

Data input. Subroutine GDATA2 reads the data needed in the calcu

lation of creep. This includes (a) the coefficients of the creep equation

C, G, and n, (b) a depth profile of the homologous temperature, (c) the

time interval over which the creep operates and (d) the value of Poisson's

ratio to be used in approximating incompressible conditions. GDATA2

also converts the time interval to seconds and calculates the components

of the inverse elasticity matrix.

Calculation of creep strain. Subroutine DEFORM uses eqn. 4.15 to

calculate creep strain. The process is: (a) calculate the second invari

ant of stress from values taken from STRESS, (b) choose the appropriate

homologous temperature and (c) calculate the creep strain.

Force due to initial strain. Subroutine INLOAD takes the creep

strain calculated in DEFORM and calculates this force (eqn. 4.12). Sub

routine STIFT2 was modified to return [B]T[D] which is needed in the

calculation. INLOAD also sets the vertical force on the top and bottom

boundary nodes and the horizontal force on the side nodes to zero.

Finally, it adds the forces to the external applied forces read in LOAD.

Calculation of elastic strain. To compare creep strain with elastic

strain, the latter was calculated in STRESS using eqn. 4.6. STIFT2 was

modified to return [B].

Calculation of stress. STIFT2 was modified to return [D] to STRESS

in order to calculate the final stress state (eqn. 4.8).



Buoyancy

The approximation of flexural conditions required the inclusion of

buoyant forces on the bottom of the model and additional loading on top

(eqns. 3.3 and 4.16 to 4.22). These modifications necessitated changes

in subroutines GDATA2, FORMK and STIFT2 and a new subroutine BUOY (Table

A2). Variables are listed in Table AI.

Data. To subroutine GDATA2 were added provisions to read the den

sities of the underlying fluid and infilling material and a list of

elements on the upper and lower boundaries. In addition, the top ele

ments were subdivided into two groups according to differences in the

ordering of nodal points. Subroutine BUOY is needed to list the new

bottom elements at the end of each iteration.

Modifying the stiffness matrix. Equation 4.21 defines the modi

fication of the stiffness matrix (eqn. 4.11) required for elements on

the lower boundary. An analogous equation applies for the elements on

the upper boundary. The changes are made in STIFT2 according to direc

tions from FORMK.

Units

In this program the unit of distance for input (coordinates) and

output (displacement) is kilometers (10 5 cm). The unit of stress for

input (Young's modulus) and output is 1010 dyne/cm2. The unit of force

for input (load) is 1020 dyne.
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Important Variables

104

equations
TITm

Variable

AI<.
CORD( )*
D( )
DELT
E( )
EIN( )
EX
ESTIFM ( )

F( )
G
IMAT( )
NB
NBC( )
NCN
NDE
NLD
N1-1AT
NP
NOP( )
NBOT, NSIDE, NTOP
NBT ( ), NSD ( ),

NTP( )
NBOTE, NTOPE1,

NTOPE2
NBE( ), NTE1( ),

NTE2 ( )
NFIX( )
NFIX1( )
ORT( )
P

R1( )
RHOA, RHOC

ST( )
SK( )
TEMP( )

Definition

-1 -nCoefficient of creep eqn - C (sec kbar )
Nodal point coordinate array
Stress-strain matrix; ESTIFM in STIFT2
Time interval (years, later converted to seconds)
Elastic strain matrix
Creep strain matrix
Coefficient of creep eqn - n
Stress-strain matrix, later used for element
stiffness
Force components due to initial strain
Coefficient of creep eqn - G
Element material type array
Number of fixed boundary nodes
List of restrained boundary nodes
Maximum number of nodes per element
Number of degrees of freedom per node
Number of load cases
Number of material categories
Number of nodal points
Element connection array
Number of bottom, side, and top nodes
List of bottom, side, and top nodes

Number of bottom and top elements (top elements
in two categories)
List of bottom and top elements

Boundary condition type
Dummy array used to preserve NFIX
Element type material properties
Poisson's ratio used in approximating incom
pressible conditions
Load vector
Densities of underlying fluid and infilling
crust
Elastic stress matrix
Rectangular matrix for
Homologous temperature

* Parentheses indicate array



Table A2

Computer Programs

A. MAIN

B. MAIN (for flexural conditions)

C. GDATA

D. LOAD

E. FORMK

F. FORMK (for flexural conditions)

G. STIFT2

H. STIFT2 (for flexural conditions)

1. SOLVE

J. STRESS

K. GDATA2

L. GDATA2 (for flexural conditions)

M. DEFORM

N. INLOAD

O. BUOY
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o'OT~ ~E'TU~N-

001J END

•

I-'
o
\0



SC AN fl.EME"T S

$UBROUTIN~ FORMK

c

C
OO~5 DO 300 N=I .3~O
0006 DO 30~ M=l.NRAND

-o-:rc 7 3::J C SKTN.r.rr"")";..:-:......:..;..;,;.c..:..--------------------·-----·---.-----
C

0006 DO 400 N=l.N~

~.9q CALL STIFT2 {"'.ll

.}
~E"TOm-1 S--E""STrFMA-S sT I F FNE5S fJ.A11~Tr---- - .._-_.-.- - .
STC~E F.STIFM IN SK
FI '"ST RO .... S

THEN COLUM"S

00\0 DO 350 JJ=l.NCN
-Oi"n ~IRCI'iro-=\NaPTN7JJT=1'_n.TD"t'F:------------------------------

0012 IF(NROW!'3) 25::>.3(':.3C'5
~O\J 3CS CONTINUE
C~14 on aoo J=I.NDF

-o'OT5 NRmm=NRovre+·l·----------·-··-·
0016 t'I'=(JJ-l>*NDF+J

C
• t)017 1)0 33':1 KK=I.NCN
-'Yt'18 NCDt:B=-C1'lnPTN.KK1-n-iiNrrl)n:F~---------------------------

O~I·9 DC 320 K=I.N["lF
002~ ~~(KK-l1*ND~+K

0021 NCOL=NCOLB+K+I-N C CwB
- C .--------·------SKTP-STORTKG""-n=-ea-Ow-·A·A"Nl) .-------•.-
0022 IF{NCOL) 320.320,31n
C023 ~10 SK{NRO~A,NCOL)=SK(~POW8,NCOL)+ESTIFM{I,L)

0024 ~20 CONTINU~
~5 :r.rc-cr:-......,-rnTUJr-[·,...-------------------------------~-----.

C''J:!5 ~OO CO~T INUE:
0027 250 CONTINUS
0128 350 CONTINUE

-olY:!9 4CrcuITTIJT:Cr.E--------------------------------------
C INSERT BOU~D~RY CONDITIONS

---------- ~
o



._--------_._---------_..- ......_-

c
0').'31 DO 490 "'=l,NOF
O~37 NROWH=NROW8+1
O"3~ ICCN=NFTX(NI/NX

-003CT' IF n Car-;l-A~CJ;4'5"f(r2(j

N'I'HJ 420 5 K ( NIHI WA • 1 ) =1 •
O~41 00 430 J=2,N8A~D
OC42 SK(NRa~n.JI:n.

-OC' to 3- ·Nh·=N~O~[n·T-;;;-J---

0044 IFINRI 430,430.425
orAS 425 SK(NR.J)=~. "
O~46 4JQ CONTINUE

-O"C'"4' ( ---"NFl xt W-l"=""NFTXTN1"=N)(i!iTCCr;;-------------------
0048 450 NX=Nx/ln
0049 490 CONTTNU~
005') SO 0 C.Of'iT INUF.

-005"1 RE"!'WN
OCS2 END

I-'
I-'
I-'



F
-('lI)(n-.------· ---------SURR~UiIH::-·FDr.·t.\K···_ - --------.,,- ---..-- - .. _--:- .

0002 COMWG~/CQNTR/TITLE(12),NP,N~,NA.NnF,NtN.NLO,NMAT.NSZF,LI.NT4

0003 COMMON CC~D(lSC,2).Nnp(3D~,4) ,IMAT(JO~),DRT(~~,2),NnC(~0),NFIX(SO)

. 1,r;1C3001,SK(30.0,bO).NFIX1C5C)----·..----·--·-----;2,r£STII-'w,1'12 .1"2')'· - ..• - _-- .. _ .. - _-_.•- - - -_. _.•..•... _.- .
o~nA cOMNnN/D~FI/NTOP,NSIDE.NBOT,NTO(30).NSD(20).NHT(30)

0005 ca~MON/EL~/NUCTE.~TOPEl.~TOP!2,~HE(30).NT~1(30),NTE2(3O)tRHaA,~HOC

OOO~ OIv'~NSIa~ MC~LL(3CO)-_.- ..------. ··----..c-·-··..•· .. .. 'SETRA"NO'loAX"ANO-foln OF r:OUATrONS· .
C007 hQANO=60

c l~PO STIF~N~~S MAT~!X

SCAN CLE'MC'NTS

OO"~ 00 300 N=I.300
_. 0 I) 0 .~. . _.... ....... ... ...... .. DO' 30 0 y'.~ 1 ,N!'l,~ NC
~"lO 300 PK(N,N)=O.
0011 no ? N=l,N':
C012 ? ~CALL(NI=1

--':\'11:1-" ·-----0·0 31-:= I ,i-lnaT~----" --.------------- - " ---- - - - ..
0"14 IN=NSE(N)
00l~ 3 MCALL(IN)~5

0016 DO 4 N~l,NTOP[l-OOi·7·-)"·--·"·--· .- -_ ..- IN-::tIITf:l (~:) -. - -. - - _ _ ..-.--_.- - .
I)OlR .• A ~ICALL(lNI=6 .
~019 DO 5 N=1.NTOP~2

CQ~O T /I::"NTF? nil
-o-o.n-------·-·---~-f,~CALU1 ~j )":.,-----.--••- -----..------.---.--. -_.. _._._.- _ -"

c
0022 DO 400 N=l ,~~

0023 CALL STIFT2(N.MCALL(~I)------..-----···--c---·,,· .. .. -- - .... __... - .. '--'.. ·r.ETV~N·S-F:S,..n:·~·-A·S-$jI;'FNE'·$S·-r-lAT~T)(....
C S!O~E ESTl~M IN SK
C FIRST ~OW&

0024 on 3~~ JJ:l.NCN
_.".~:,~ --·-·--~,"·O·.~L~·=CN~'='(N.:J:JT~n"¥T\'CF----·----"--·--·--_.--._--.-.......

00?6 IF(N~OWB) 250,305,JO~

D~27 3C~ CCNTI~ur

~n2~ 00 2CC J=l.NDF-·o'C?Q·--·---- ..·-- --_ Nr.·OW~=NCCW!:J+l·----·-..-·------~---··..----..···--·--····- _ _- ..
0030 I=(JJ-l)*~DF+J

-_.._-------_.
TH:::N COLUf~NSc

r031 ~Q JJO KK=l.NLN
-OC3? NCOlE-l-:·TJ>..:tH'lT"r~-Kq;;.·n'il<'ND~·

0033 DO 320 K~l,NnF

0034 L=(KK-l 1*~CF+K
0035 NCOL=NCOL~.K+I-N~O~~-_. ---_·C-_·_···-···· --... . ....... ._..- ..- 'SK1P"STOJ;'ING'lF--errcr:W"-A1\ND-"'--'--"-- .... _ .... -
003A IF(NCOL) ~2G,J20.310

0037 310 SK(N~CWO,NCQL)=SK(N~OWA.NCOL)+ESTIFM(I.L)

(1)30 _. __~£~...~9}.l! I.N}J..f._._. ._. . . ..._._._.".__..__.. ...._

._--------------

......

......
N



._--_._---._----------------

,----------_._---------

-O'n:'J~ --:l30-COf'.'T! NUl,-
0040 2~0 CONTINUF
004\ 2f>C! CCNTINIIE
004~ 350 CONTI~U~

--'00 43--·-----··---·-·q:QO-CCit-lT I NUC·--·-----·--·--·----·----·-·- .---.... -----
C INseRT BOUNDARY CONDITI~NS

0044 CO 1 !=l,NB
0045 1 NFIX(I):.NFIXl(t)

--0'J4'c "00' 5 0'('1- N:; l',XO--'
0047 NX=lC **(NDF-l)
OC4A I=N8C(~)

004Q N~aWP=(I-l)*~Cr---_ ---·-·---·-c···- _..'_.-- __ -- .. --- 'F'Xi\"M INF.-rACl·~ -n~Gp F"F.'I~F .F~ EC'['\OM' - ..
0050 DC 490 ~:1 ,~~r

0051 N~O~~=N~a~8+1

OO~~ ICON=NFIX(N)/NX
-'1) I' 5 J' ., r- nee N ). '4'~ C-,-45 'O-.'li'?·O-

O~~4 420 gK{N~O~8,l)=1.

0055 DO 430 J=2,NB~ND

OQ~~ SK(NRO~n,J)~I).
-j'l'()51-·-----·-··-- .._- "-·-·Nf. ':Nt-iij \~r.l+-1'':J' -_.

ocsQ IF(NP) 430.,\30,425
O!S9 42G SK(NR.J)=O.
"0~~ 430 CONTINUE

-()'/ir,'j '---Nt-un !'T=,.-:r-fXTl\l-=m·*TCO~------'
00&2 450 NX=NX/\O
0063 4~1) CONTINUF.
(lO~4 "i.')o CONTI NUE

-~jO·65·-----·-·----··--~·l:nj~N..---·-·------·--· .._-_....__.--_.._.- _ ..__._.....--
Q"6~ ~ND

I-'
I-'
W



C

0001 SUOROUTINE 5TIr-T2(~.M)
C N=1 ORD1N4ny ELASTIC PROELEM

------------,C;.-T.Mr.=~?, R!::TlJ"~rSTUTT{tll-.01l'.'l.:"O-A;.:.;D,......--------------------------
c M=3, n~TUPN5 (D) TO STPESS
C M=4 nETURNS A TO STRFSS TO CALCULATE ELEMENT STRAINS
C A =STPAJ~ DJSPLACE~~NT MA~RIX----------7'<.---- [!-~-nr_N=sl"P[;,S5 :'-5,..P."·nl'l-f.IAT'~T)C~tiTEIrUSEO~Of<1':"CE"f,ttK...T-------·
c STIFFNF.SS ~ATRIX

C B =ST~F.SS EACK SUHSTITLTION MATRIX
0002 COMMON/CONTR/T ITLE (1 2) ,NP, NE. NA. NDF, NCN, NLD. NMAT ,NSZF. LI • NTA

--07)"C 3 CO·V'·fQliJ-CCTRO"(Or5iYt2T,NOP-r:.':O{'lf'.-ItT~rATr.nrcn.-oR1T25fZl'""NBC\;5nt"NF"TXt-sttt--
1 , R 1 ( :1(10) • S K ( :t CO. eC ) • NF I X 1 ( 51\ )
2tE::STIFM( 12,12) .A(4,6) .8(4.9)

DET~nMtNE ~LEM~NT CnNNECTICNS
-~'"O?:'.~ r=l'J'j I:rn;r,-n-·------------oo- - - - o.- - - - - - - - - - - - . - --.----

0005 J=NOP(~.2)

0005 K=N8P(N.3)
0007 L=I~~-\T(N)C _.. _.- .....,-.-------oo·--5~P-t."'C'A1..._r.OORU·!I'T~~TEM------·
0008 AJ=CCRn(J.1)-CanD(I,l)
OCQ9 AK=CORO(K.l )-CORD( 1.1)
0' 1~ f:!J=CORD( oj. 2) -CCRe ( 1.2)

--0 r: i \ ~n,:"='Cljfl 0("K-.-~l-;.-CtlFJ""bTr;-~}-o------------.-------------'
0'12 RU=(COPl')(I.l HCORC(Jol )+CORD(K,ll)/3.
0013 lU=(CQRDCI.2)+CQRO(J.2)+CORDCK,2»/3.
"01A ASI=CUPO(Jd )*C(1f~D(K.2)-COk:)(K,1)*CIJRC(J.2)

--o,rrs A.,S-J£Copn-rK";-rr*-cno;m-cT ;7 T.:crrRD' Tln -'QC': f1 RDTKIZ )- - - - - - - - - - - ·
1)')16 '\5~I=COf.'()CI t1 )>l<C;.1PC(J,2)-COpOCJ,1 )·trCO~C(l,2)

0017 APF-A=(AJ~HK-AK*OJ)/2.
C~1a (F(M.~a.3) GO TO 1~1

-~-JT9 I"FTA~!::'A'-[~'1 GO TU~"Z'O-------------------
C FO~M STRAIN CISP. ~ATRIX

G-

0020 A(I.1)=O.
002\ A( 1. 2)=AK-AJ

--0-:)22 AT1.:rr=r.r·'-:.:-..:..::.----------------------------------
. 0123 A(1.4,=-AK

0')24 A(l.S)=~.

on?5 . A(1.~)=AJ
-C02"? J\T 2",1' j=Tl-F1lT<

0027 A(2.2)=~.

OJ2a A(2.3)=8K
O~29 A(2.4)=~.

-eo?);? 0 AT27ST=.;.;-;H~J-r--------------------------------'------

OC:: 1 A ( 2 , 6) =0.
0032 A(3,1)=ASI/R9+(AJ-P.K)+(AK-AJ'*ZA/RB
0~33 A(3,2)=0.

--o-v-:r4 A( 313r=AS:T7mr+l'J1{"--~p:l/I"Z87R'B----------------'
0035 A(3.4)=~.

-------------- ----_. . ---- ------------_. -------.._----- -
I-'
I-'
-l:"



--_._---.._. __ ..-

0136 A(3.S)=ASM/RO-8J+~J~Z8/RB

OO~7 A(3.61=n.
---U~.33 II:(-4,n-=;..-n'"'t7.,.'---------------------------------

0039 A(4.21=A(2tl 1
CoC' 4') A ( 4 • 3' =" (1 • 4 ,
O~41 A(4.~I=A(2.~I

--0-'14""2 ~T4"-;·'.:r=~·n-'6T

OQ43 1\(4.61=A(2.5)
0044 IF(M.EC.~I GO TO 3~2

C FO~M STR~SS-STRAIN MATRIX
-o-r'·4"·.,..:J--------=---~1r-nr;!::'O-;?l-,a:RF.:A-"q-.··-·---

0046 101 IF(M.EO.l) AREA=1.
(\ Co 4 7 Ca r~", =a k T ( L • 1 ) / ( ( 1 • +nPT (L • 2 ) ) ll< ( 1 • - OPT (L ,2 ) *2. ) '" ARE A )
I)r,48 E:STln1(l t1)=C:IJM~"'( 1.-0~T(l.t2»

--0 ~'4t:l E'STlF~H t i :n'=cc '-'M*oFTC CI 7.1 =..:.~-----_.
(lOS(;' C5T1Fr-l(l,3)=t:STIFMCl.21
0:)51 F.STIFM(1,41=("l.
o~ 5? '::S T 1F /.\ ( 2 • 1 ) = ::: STI F M (1 .? )

-aT' ~ 3 ESTTFM'r2·;-~·P:F.STrFMT1.Tl----------------~--------·
or 5 il EST I Fl·' (? • 3 I:: EST IF", ( 1 • 2 )
oe55 ESTIFM(2.A)=O.
OCS'> ESTIFM(":'01 )=F.STIFMCl.2)

-C;C)"!51 t::5TTF'~ n-;-;n':£E'STTFMTl-i"'2'1----·----------·
be 58 EST I F'-l( .3 • 3 ) :: F..: 5 TI F IJ(l t 1 )
CO~q ESTIFM(1.4)=D.
00 ':> 0 EST I Fr., C4 • 1 )=I) •

~1)ol :=.slrn:rrz...·zj-":c-:.--------------------....:..------------
OOA? f.ST[FM(il.~)::O.

Ooe3 CSTIFMC4.4)=CRT(L.1)/(2.*(1.+n~T(Lt2»*ARCAI
0064 [FCM.EQ.JI GO TO 1Cl

---=-~ C -----·------lJlS"-rHF,-s-rn E~ S 0 A'CK'"'SUBSTTTUT1 nJlr1·1ATRrX--A'NO-'I S'-"--
C SAVED eN TftPE

006~ DO 2~5 1=1.4
CJ6fi DO 205 J=1.6

--:0'(' I; 7 IilTi~·l-.::n-;----------------------------------

C0~8 DO 2CS K=1.4
OC69 20e DCI.J)=OC1.J)+E5TIFI·HI.K)1'2 .... A(K.J)
oe70 IFCM.EO.2) GO TO ~o~

--C":71 ----V;'nTE'(NT"4'-·Nt-rnrrr;-J·")f;]:n'6")''T'=Tt lM -.---... ----.....--.
C ESTIFM 15 ·STIFFNESS MAT~IX

0072 DO ?10 1=1.~

t'07'3 DO ?1'" J=I.6
~ e.S I 1F;.T-rr-;-J1-!:~Or-:.~---------------------------------
0075 DO 21~ K=1.4
00 7 (:, 2 1 0 E'5 T 1 F:-I( 1 • J ) =E5 T1 F M( I ,J ) + 8 ( K. I ) /2 • >t: A(.K t J ) '.Ie 6 • 2 8 3 1 <J 5 .'3 *p 8
(:177 RETURN ';'.' t,.I"""
"OV76 .'100 DO 310 I=It'+II'--_:::c.-~~..;....----------------------_·_--

0079 DO 310 J=l,6

..........
\JI



OOAC 310 ~STIFM(J,I):O(ItJ)*6.2e31n53*Re
, CORI RETURN

-V':82 .:Ol'1<nOl=Ni-----------------------------'
0063 3C2 00 303 1=1,4
OOB4 00 Jn3 J=1,6
C·:'S5 :!1)3 ESTlF~1( I ,J ):1\ (I, J )/e 2 ... AR~"A.:..) .

-00 1)0 6 ~ETUR~-

c ERROR EXIT FOP BAD CONNECTIONS

oce9
o·")QC

CC87 220 W~ITF.(6.1~O) N
noss 100 r-ORMAT(33Hl7.~RO OR NEGATIVE AREA

. -----l-ATEO-)-------------------
STOP
END

ELEMENT NOT 4/21 HnF.XECUT ION I'ERM 11\1

,---------------- 0_-

J

,-----------------------,---

~
I-'
0'\



SYST~M

I :.NLJP ( N, 1 I
J::'lLJP(N,2)
t-:-=l>:lJP( N,~i)

l.-= 1 ~I.A 1 ( f\; )
SET UP LUCAL ~nunOINATE

_ I~CM.r:Q.51 lJt.:Lf.'3C:CCI~D(J,I)*·:'?-(:OFO«(.I)**2

.1rCI-I.Eu.h) r)ELR5G=COlW(J,II*'~2-CtlrD(K,ll*('2

1 F ( r: .i:c , 71 Lll:-.L.ll~;u"'CUfllHK, 1) *'~2-Cull[)( I , 1 ) "''''2
II" ( ~I. Ell. 5 l IlIl:: ( <: o R D ( I • 1 l +C (J I~O ( J , 1 I ) / ? ,
IF: ( II, • F 0 • 5 ) l N: ( n.I:[' ( I .:' ) ~ COfW ( J , 2 I ) I;:> •
If(~.EU.b) RN~ICO~O(J.II+CURDCK,lll/2 •
IF(I.l,t:U.(,l I.r'=-«(Ci;()(J,21+CUiWC"',2Il/i!.
1 r- (,'·I,l':O, 7) PN=( cui.o (K, 1 ) +CUHU( [,I) )/i!..

.l~ ('1,f'fl.7) IN=Cc:c.;I~\J(,(,,?.)+CuIW(1.2»)/2 •

.AJ=<:UlW( J, 1 )-<:l\1\0 (1,1 )
"'<;=CVIH) (K, 1 )-CURO C 1 ,1 )
l.lJ=CCf<D (J. 2 l-ConO( I .2)
.Ut~:;CLI-:D(i",2)-Clll<O(1.~1
1,1I= ( curco ( I,ll -cr.nu ( J , 1 l +c:nHD (K, 1 ) ) /3.
ZH=( Cl;l~l) (J ,<, I ~·CGHc.:( J.~) +CUkD(K, 211/3.
A5 I =c: llnu ( J, 1 l *COIW ( t<., 2) -en 1<0 ( K , 1 I *<:0 HD ( J ,2 )
A5J=CllRDCK.II*CURO( l.?)-<:urm( (,1) *e(,,~m(l<.t2)

,\SM=ClIRD ( (, I I '~COIH)( J .2 l-<: ..lRf> ( J .11 *CDi-W( 1,2)
,\i~L:I\:: ("'J;~r,K-AI<...tlJ l/2.
IfC1·I.E(l.31 GO TO 101-
l~(AR~A.Lr.O) GO TO ~20

FURM STRAIN OISP. MATRIX
i\ ( 1 , 1 1=0.
A( I,;! I=,\K-AJ
.... (I,J)::O.
A ( 1 ,4) =-AK
i\{I,~~,)=O.
/\ ( 1 ,() I =- A J

C

r:

c

..0004 ...'_.

~'0002
OOiD

0005
.0006
.0007.
0008

·-ooifC·"-·· - ...-_.... - ..... 'SUf-\nUUT tNt" s rt F'T2 CN, M)
- ... ---- .-.. ----- .•. 'r' "'f~=1 OI~DIJ.;,\hY 'ELA:;TIC PRuIIL~M

C M=? I:ETUlmS C~)lCD) TU INLUAD
C ~I=J HETUkNS D HI 5Tr.FS5
C 14:4 r.·F.:lURNS.\ TO srncss TO CJ\LCULATl7 t:LEMENT STRAIN
r M=~ HelIUM ~LCMENTS

c /.1=6 TOP ~LLllI:::N", TYPf.'. 1
C '·1=7 TuP L:LE:·:DlT, TYPE ?_ _._.-.__ "c."- .' A =~jTr(AIN DISPLAC.r:MI:Nl MATRIX

.. --.---.---- .. - _· c.. l::;;T!r-M=~Tm::::;s-sT"AINMATPIX, I.ATI::R USED FOR ELE;'IENT
C 5TJ~FNESS MATRIX

... CA .. =5TIi,:S::; l'ArK 5IJf.JSTITlJTION !IATRIX
COMMU~/CONTR/TITlC(12),NP,NE,NH,NDF,NCN,NLD.NMAT,NSlF,Lt,NT4
(,LJ~.',t/IUi~ C GRtJ C 150,2) ,r~Ufl ( 301) ,4 ) , !rIA T ( :~ o 0 I ,OU T ( 25,2) ,N E:C( 5" ) ,NF I X ( 50)

1 • r. 1 (~H) 0 I ,S K ( ::3 00 • (:,o ,f\;F I X 1 ( s 0 I
? , C; Til' '., ( I;), I .? I , A (I•• l. ) , Ii ( II • C) )
CUI~i,Ii)N/r.LC IN 11(11'f: ,NT ur>f-:1 ,NT CPl:' 2, NIlF. ( ;j 0) ,tHE 1 ( J 0 I • N T1':2 (30) ,RHOA ,R~IOC

lJEH.HIHNF. I::LE "'Eo I" I eGNNE~lIDNS

OO~O

OO:H
\)o:.!?

-'00::1:'. _ ..

00:\4
_!L9.3.5

}
_000').'._ ..
.0019.

0111 I
001;:'

. 0 1) 13

.. 0011
001 ::.
0016

. 0011.. _. __.
..0013

001 ()
0020

.llO~1
U022
lJO"~
oO?/~

_.002'j.
.0076

OO? 7
00<' I]
00;:'9

H

f-'
f-'......



oIJJ (,
0037
003:3
0039

_.O\l~O .• __.....__
0041

·OO·4?·······

00'1]..... _ ... w" •••

C OIl l~

00 115

••• _w 004 t, _ .,.
_.00,.7. _ .._ ••..

004 .)
004 0

_ ..0 ':'50 __..•. ...__... _
_ 0 O~ 1.__..•.•.... .. _ .

ou~,?

oO!,)3
__ () O!,'I ..

(".

A(2.t I=-UJ-OK.
A(2.2)=0.
1,( 2.:3) :I::'K
,\(2.41=0.
t\(~.:'I=-t1J.. A ( 2 , () ) :: O. .....
I\( J , 1 I:; A ~; I :.- I·; 1.1 + ( !J J - rll, I + ( AK- II J 1 • Zn/ r:EI._- .._._ ..--=..-.;.;,.-......:;..--------------
II(::.I.?-)=O.
~(3.JI=A5J/~U+HK-.K.ZH/RU
1I(3.~1=0.

A(J.~I=IISM/RO-UJ+AJ*ZB/~H

11(3,61=0.
/I ( 4 • 1 ) =1. ( 1 .? )
" ( 4 , ;? I :. 1\ ( .~ , 1 I
.A(4,~n=A( 1,41
;.(/~ ,4)=·\«~.3)

,\ ( 4 • S )=,\ (1 ,'J 1
II ( .. ,61 =1, ( 2 , !.> 1
11' (I.j • £:: (j • I~ 1 Co U , c <102

n;I,M Sn:l.SS-5Tr-lI\IN f.\I\TnIX
OO~i5

OO!'"
. (It)';. 7
,0 O~ '3.
o os ')
\l060

_ .. OOl.d
00/'2
OJt·J
o O(,ll}

. _OOtS·
•.•00f.(;I.

0067
00[i3

__ . I) Ot. C)

...,.0070
0071
0072

.....OOT.'I ..
007/'

.....0075 ..
007&
0017
007~

.. 00"9.
, ... 00"10
__0_9~J

I r ( M• r (, • ;.~ 1 tor· 1:.\ '; 1 •
1 01 I r ( 14 • r.n • J I "F E 1\';' 1 •

r (ll·II.\:.l:ln (l ,1 I I ( ( I ,+1.:.1\1 (l ,;: 1 I~' ( 1 ,-(If:T (L, 21 *:!. 1 'MRFA 1
l. :3T 1r- /!, ( 1 • 1 1::( L:,\1 M*(1 • -l,f',. (L , <!1 1
r.s T I I'- ~1( 1 .» I ::.C 1>1~l *toP.T ( L • ? )
C 5 T I r M( 1 , :J I :0. I,.5,. I I-' I·! ( 1 ,:~)

I:::' T I F ~I ( 1 ,4 1 :: o •
£: sr IF'.! ( ? , 1 I:.: I:- 5 r II- M( I • ;:> I
I. 51 1F '·l ( <! , 2 1=- I~ ~,. 1 r :., ( 1 , 1 )
L~iTIF,\1(2,31=ESTl/_t·l( l,~1

l:.:JT II· I·' ( ?, 4 1=IJ •
1:S T IF'·' ( ~ , 1 I =- I:.51 r F M( 1 ,21
[~; T I r 11 ( 3, 2 I=- L 5 -: I I "1 ( 1 • ~ I
r~ 5" (f 14 ( ~i , :; 1=L 51 1 r- /4 ( 1 , 1 I
I: 5 T 1F ,.: ( :; ,/1 I =0 •
I:S T r f ~: ( '" , I ) '= () •
E ~ T 1 J M( II , C' I=- (, •
E:; T I f-/.j ( 4. :;1 1=0.

... l.ST It=I·i(lf.,l. l=l;~T (1..1 )/(~.~lll.+l:I;,T(L,21)~A.Rr:A)

IF( 1-1.[.U.3) GO TO ':;01
C'" .. H IS THE STRESS BACKSUHSTITUTION MATRIX AND IS
C SAV[D ON TAPE

_._. 0 u ... 0 !.> I =- 1 I ,~

()C <'05 J= I.• e
Il( 1 ,JI=O.
00 20~ K::.\, l~

.205 .ut i ,J):::l1( I ,JI+l.STIF/-l(1 ,kl/?.'~A1K,JI
IF{N.CO.2) GG TO JOO

_______. -'-\·..!.f-,,~1~,. E ( N14 I ~.' < ( h ( I , ~ I , J =1 ,(,-,_, 1=1 ,4) -
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I-'
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. _ 0 OFI::' ...•
_._0013.3...

(1 oe. 'I
DeUS
oOf~b

Ou!17
oO~ <1
a OW)
00'10

"-'(10,? I

OOCi2
OC9)
C)0'-"-

. 00(')5
. 0 OCJ6

c.

. 210

£5TIFM 15 STIFFNESS MATRIX
DU 210 1=I,lJ
Dr;'~lO'j::l,(,

L :;, T 1f- r-: ( 1 • J 1=0 •
DO 210 K= 1 ,".
[STlrN(1 ,J)=LS1JFM(I,J)+U(K.l)'2.*A(K.J)~b.2G31G5J~RU
Ir~('·l.l·(lol) GU TO 301
DARLn=D~L~SO*3.141~~2b~

~=2~~.OUAREA'(A~~A*IO••*5)
U I::. (f,~; 1 +( ~.J-I:I< 1(·PNi·( AK-AJ) *n·;) *F

. OJ= ( "'~;J +(Ir. ~:"~:-"d, ¢ IN) ~: F
U~~(A~N-UJ*hN+~~*lN)*~

If(M.[a.~) GO TO 6
1f'(I.I.t:(1.71 (;(1 ro 7
r ~ T I F ,-\( ~ • 2 ) :: l S 1 J f' !1 , ? , 2 ) +o I *R HoA
~~TIFM(?4)=ESTI~M(2.4l+DI*RHtA

.•• "'l:.~T J r=t-i r 4'.2 ) i.E5 T 11' ~1 ( 4 • 2 ) +OJ *F='HOA

. "LS T I rt·: ( 4.4 1=l 51 1 F·/oo! (4.4) +UJ *fHIOII
C5TIFN(lJ,2)=[STIFM'6,2)+DK*~HUII
~.::. T r F' :" ( C', ,4 1:: ~ 5 T 1 r-M( u , '. I + DK OR HO A

"I\n unN
u l:. ~ T I r II ( .. , 4 ):-: t: 5 T 1 r- ,'-1( <!• '. 1 - 0 I *q I-':.J C

E5TIFM'2,~)=~5TrPM(2.6)-DI*PHac

L 5 T 1F M( 4 , lj ) =l" 5 T I F~' ( II ,'f) -DJ *~110C
E' 5 T I F- ~1C 4 .6 1:.- f. 5' 1 F 10-'.( 4 • lJ ) -0 J *HHOC
Uj 1 11- M ( t.. • 'I ):. (; 5 T 1 f-M , () • 4 ) - OK 'HoiHOC
LS 1 1Ft·'" C> • (, ) ::,: 5" I 1-' ~~, c ,0 I-DK ellllCC
1·:1: r ur, t~

7 t.~ T If' 1<1( ;.~ • ~ ) =('5 T I ,..:.lC 2. ? l- D 1 *I-muc.
l:~1 If 1.:( ~,u )::I:S111-t-1( 2 ,l;' )-D I ~~PHi:)C

[':';1 Ir-rH ".2 ):..r:ST I F :.t,( 4, 21-0.1*IUICC
L ~ T I r t.• ( I • • (, 1 '" L r. T I ,. :1. , 4 • t. I -() J *i<H UC:
r S" I HI ( 0 • ;~ ) =r 5 T I F 101( C1 , ~ hot) KIH~Hue
I ~TIFM(l"t·)=LS·1 tri-i(u,t: 1-l)K,'~PHOC

i~E TU;,:tl
3Ul' ()lJ 310 1=1,4

DU 31 U .1=1,6
31 0 L~;r 1 ft·; ( J, I ) =1-1 ( I ,J) '1'6. 2r-:H Cb:3*·lm

hElllhN
:01 ff.TUf.N
302 DC; JOJ 1=1 ,'f

1)0 303 J=l.(;
303 ~STIFM(I.Jl=A(I,JI/(2.eAk~A)
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0001I SUBROUTINE sru.vc
C C ::",'/Of<KI t\G VA .. IA8LES OF THE EL 1M INAT leN PI~aCRSS

----------;c:.------T.Rnl---=T1'lrn-A·LL.Y-C-CNT~lNSt<n:H,ff,6;ND-S·l1Je:-"VE""CT"OP-,-EJcn------
C SOLUTICN VECTOP. REPLACF.S IT
C SPECIFICATIOt\ STATEM~NTS

')002 CO ~'~'ON/CC:NTK/T tTL!:: ( 12) ,N?, l\E ,NB, NDF, NCt', NLD, "'MAT ,NSZF • L I, NT4
-ryo-O-r- -ccr:,IMDN--CDF<rrrrSCT.2T,NOPTJOO,4TtIW,6;T\SOOTiURT,2S,Zr;NS"C(S(l">'-NFTX(S-/n---

1 ,P 1 ( 300) • S K ( 300 • 60 ) • t-F I Xl ( 50 )
Nf.l.AND=60

c

O~21 N=t-SZr-
-0·".2-2 35"0--N=N;.'-----------

0023 IF(N) 500,500,360
0024 360 L=N

. 0 ~ 2 5 0 lJ /;'1') 0 K :: 2 , NO A NO
-0"":7-5 L~n,

0027 IF(SK(N.K» 370,400,370
oC 2 l3 :! 7 0 R 1 (I~ ) =R1 (N ) - 5 K ( N , K ) ft R 1 (L )
002~ 400 CC~TINUE

-U-·TJI) - --·GD.O-::5"o--

0131
O/)~2

C

c
500 RETURN

END

HACK $UDSTITLTION

----------------------
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N
o



._--_._...,.,-----

__ 00 ._......__• __ ._.__'-_

..._..__._---------

"-' ._- .._... _-------

........._._---------

.. " ...._._...... - .__ ..._-------

... - .._--_......_----------

0033
0.034

C

=~.--'.~"--' -- ._ g__.__. __.. _.•• C
C

____. C_._ . __C_..__
OOO? •__ .c.
0003 .._.

__ 0004 __--_._..... --

SUBROUTINE STRESS(NCALL)
FOR NCALL=J,NO INITIAL STRAIN; NCALL =2,WlTH INITIAL STRAIN.

DIS =VECTGR OF OISPLACEMENT
FURCE=VECTon OF ELEMENT FORCES
B =OACK SU~STITUTION MATRIX
R =VECTOR OF ELEMENT DISPLACEMENTS
SMIN =~INIMUM STRESS FOR ELE~ENT N
ANG =CLOCKWISE ANGLE FROM VERTICAL OF LINE OF .

ACTION OF MAXIMUM STRESS FOR ELEMENT N
OIMENSICN OIS(2,200),rCRCE(300,4),OISP(6)
COMMON/CONTR/TITLE(12),NP,NE,NB,NOF,NCN,NLO,NMAT,NSZF,Ll.NT~
CCMMU~ CUROCI50,2),NUP(JOO,4),IMAT(JOO),ORTl25,2J,NBClSOJ,NFIX(50~) __

______ . ._ '_'" . 1 ,R 1 (300) , SK ( 300, bO ) ,NF I XI ( SO)
2,EST lFM( 12tl2),[J(4,6),P(6) .

0005 COMMON/DEF/EINl300,4),F(150,2),E(300,4)
_.0006 ._._._ .._... CC".liON/DEF21 TEMP(30) ,AK,G,EX,DELT,P,DC4.4) .ST(300,4)_.
__ 0001._ __ . EQUIVALENCE CDISCl),RICl»).(SKll),FOHCElU) _. _

C PRINT DISPLACEMENTS
0008 WRITE (6,100)

__ 0009_.___ . __ .. WRITEl~,1(0)CM.(DIS(J.MJ • ..I=1.NOF),M=1.NP)..
_ 0010 __. .... 100 FOf{MA Tl / / / .15X ,13HO ISPLACEMENTS)

0011 110 FORMAT( IIO,2FI5.7)
C CALCULATE ELCMENT STRAINS

_. 0012 .._._ .,__ .. _ __ .... . . WPI H: l ~ • 1 12)
_0013. ._.. DC .3 t-=I.I\E

0014 CALL STIFT2(N,4)
0015 I=NOP(N,l)

-_.0016 .. .... _.._ ... J=NCPlN,2)
_ 0017 . ._.. K=NUP(l\,J)

0018 DISPlI)=DISC1,Il
0019 OISP(21=DIS(2,II

_.0020 _. D1SP(3)=DISC1,J)
._.0021 .. _ D1SP(4)=DISC2.JI
.0022 DI5PCS)-=01SC1,K)

00?3 DISP(6)=D1S(2.KI
__ .0024 .... ._...... _ .._ .. _·00 41=1,4
__ . 0025.__. .._ ._. E (N, I ) =O.

0026 00 4 J=I,6
0027 4 ECN.l)=E(N,I)+ESTIFMCI.J).OISP(..I1

__ 0028 ..__._._.. .... _ ... IFCNCALL.EQ.l) GC TO 3
__ 0029 __. .._...... 00 5 11 =1.4

OOJO 5 ECN,Il)=ECN.II)-EINCN,II1
0031 3 WRITEC6,113) N,(ECN.I).I=I.4)

__ 0032._. ._.112 FORI-tAT (//. ELAST IC STRAIN'/5X,IHN.I0X.3HEOZ.1.X.3HEOR,14X.3HEO.T..II. _
. .1l4X .4HEORZ/J . .... . . __ ._ "'." _
113 FOR~ATC3X.14,4C5X.EI3.4))
301 REWlND NT4

J _0001 __. -_ ...._-

......
N......



. 240
260

..•._ ..... _ .._.__~ .. C
_ •. 0035 .•.__ ..__....•..•._.. ,

0036
0037

.. _ OO~8

0039
0040
0041
0042
0043
00""

CALCULATE ELEMENT FORCES
00 200 NC=I,NE .
R~AC(NT4) N.«8l1.J),J=1.6J.I=1 •• J
00 260 1=I,NCN
",=NOPlN,I)
IF(M.EO,O) GO TO 260
K=(I-l)*NOF
00 240 J=l,NOF
IJ=J+K
R(IJ)=OISlJ.M)
CONTINUE

... -_ ...._- .._----------...._------------------

.. - ...__....._---------

CALCULATE PRINCIPAL STRESSES
AND DIRECTIONS

......._-------------

_- 0045 .•._.•..•...... '" IF(I'4CALL.EO.2) GO TO 201
0046 IA=K+~OF

0047 00 300 1=1,4
0048. .. __ FORCE(N,I ):0.
OOll9 .... DO 300 J= 1 tlA
0050 300 FORCElN,I)=FORCECN,I)+BCI,J)*RlJ)
0051 GO TO 200

_.0052 . .. 201 CALL STIFT2lN,3J
__ 0053 ....._...•. .... _. DO 1 1 =1, 4

0054 FORCECN,I)=O.
0055 DO 1 J=I,4

_0056.__ ... 1. FORCElN,I )=FORCElN,I,+ESTIFMll,J).ElN,J)
__ 0057. .•__.._ ...200 CONT I NUE

0058 00 2 ~N=I,NE

0059 00 2 11=1,4
__.0060 _2_STlNN.ll)=FORCEC~N,lI)

__ 0061 ....__.._._._ ..._._... WRITEl6,101)
C
C

. _ _-----_.

R-STReSS-----THEiA-si~·~
MIN-STRESS ANGLE')

Z-STRESS
MAX-STRESS

DC 600 N=I,NC
C= CFORCEl N, 1) +FORCEC N,2) )/2. ...... _
A=S04TClCFORCECN,2)-FORCECN,I»/2.) ••2+FQRCECN,4) ••2)
SMAX=C+A .
SMlf\;=C-A
IFlFORCElN,2).Ea.SMIN) GO TO 700
ANG=57.29S18*ATANCFORCECN,4)/lFORCElN,1)-SMIN»
GO TO 210
ANG=90.
CONT 1NUE .

700
210

.... --
250

c WRITE ALL STRESS COMPONENTS
0072 400 WRITEl6,lI1) N,(FORCE(N,I),1=1,4),SMAX,SMIN,ANG

_•.. 0073 _ _ 600 CONTI NUE
_ .. 0074. _ _ 101 FORMATCIX,' ELEMENT

lRESS RZ-STRESS
0075 111 FCRMATCII0,6FI7.7,F12.3)

__.0076 _.. .. _ .._ .... RETURN
__ . 0071. . _ _ .•. END .

__ 0062 _._ _.
__ 0063

0064
00G5

_ 0066
~. 00b7

0068
0069

. 0070
__ 0071 __ _ ,.

.....
N
N
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... -.... _.._-_ .._---
... -._---------

T/TM '/)N

0046
0047

SUUROUTINE GO~TA2
COMMON'CUNTR'TITL~(I2),NP,NE,NA,NDF,NCN,NLU,NMAT,NSZF,LI,NT4

COMMON CO~OCI50,2),NOPCJOO,4).lMATC300'.ORTC2S.2).N8CCSO),NFIX(501
.. l,RICJOO),SKC300,6Q),NFJXICSO)

_.000" . CtJI<IMON/OEF/EHd300.Q) ,F(lSO.2) ,E( 300.4.
0005 COMt-'ON/DEFI/NTUP,NSIDE,NBUT.NTP(30) ,NSO(20) .NBT(30)
0006 COMMON/OEF21 TEMP(30),AK,G.EX.OELT.P.D(4.4).ST(300.4'

_ .. 0007 . __ _._ .. ,. COM~ON/EL E/N80TE, NTOPEI ,NTOPE2 .NBE( 30) .NTEI (301 .NTE2( 30 J.. RHOA.RHO~,- _
_ .... OOOR . __._." .... REACI5tlO) N1C .

0009 REAOI5t11) (TEMPIlJtl=I,NTC)
0010 READ (5,15) AK.G,EX

__ 0011 .__._ READ (5,1 f) DELT
__ 0 0 I 2 ......_ .. .:.. __ ... . RE.A0 (5 tl 6 ) P

00t3 READI5,12) NTOP,NSIOE.NOOT
. 0014 READI5tl2)(NTPCl)d=1.NTOP)

_.00 IS _ __ _ _.. READ( 5,12) (N~O( 1),1=1, NSI DE)
0016 REAOI5tl2)(NF3TlI),J=I.r-;OOT)
0011 REAOIS,13)NOOTE.RHOA
0018 REAO(5,12'(N~[(~),~=l,~HOTE)

o0 19 . ... 13 FeR MATl J 5 , FlO tI )
0020 RlAD15,20) NTGPE1,NTOPE2.RHOC
0021 READI5.1?-)INTE1CN).~=I.NTOPE1)
0022 REAOI5,12)(NTE2(N).N=1.NTOPE2)

__ 0023 .. _.__ 20 FURMATl215,FI0.1J
00?4 WRITE 16,17)
0025 WRITE (6,10' (N, TEMP(N).N=I.NTC)
0026 WRITE 16,19) AK.G,EX.DELT,P

_.. 0027 ..__ _. UE.LT=Vl;LT*3.E7
_ .. 0028 ..... _._.... D(ld'=I,

0029 0(l.2)=-P
0030 U( I,.J)=O( 1.2)

__ 0 0 3 1 . __•._.•._ 0 1 2 , 1 ) =0 1 1 ,2 ,
___ .0032 .. _.. _. '" 012,2)=Ollo1l

0033 0(2,05'=011,2)
0034 013011=011,2)

.. ·0035 .. _ 013,2'=011,2)
0036 _ 0(3,3)=011,1'
0037 014,4)=2.*(I.+P)
0038 10 FORMAT( IS)
0039 . _ ..,.__ " .,.. 11 FORMA T( 6F 10.1 ,

__. 0040 ... _ .... _. __.__... .. 12 FCRMh T( 24 13)
C 12 FORMAT(141S'

0041 IS FOHMAT(EIO.3,2FI0.1)
0042 ..... 16 FCf·lMAHFIO.2)
0043 _ '" 17 FOR~AT(I/' T~MP~RATURE CATEGORIES'"
0044 18 FORMAT(3X,13.2X.F7.2t
0045 '19 FORMATC/I' COEFF. OF CREEP EQN. ARE K=·,EI0,3~' G=·,F6.2,

___ _. __. ..__ 1· N=',F5,2/' TIME INTERVAL=·,F7,1.' YEARS•.....POISSON...5.RAT O;,::...:·:.-. _
..2,F4.2//) .._ ... _

RETURN
END

._0001
0002
0003L

I'-'
N
~
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........._.. - ------..,.

SUBROUTINi DEFOR~
~ CALCULATES CRE~P STRA1~ I~ ~ACH ELEMENT

0002 COMMON/CDNTR/T1TLE(12J,NP,NE,NB,NDF,NCN,NLO,NMAT.NSZF,LJ.NT4
__.0003.__•.._ _._ _.. ... CC.... //,UN COflD1150.21 ,NOP(300,4), JMAT(300) .ORTl2S.2) ,NBClSO) .NFIXI.SOJ __
__ _.. l,RIl300I,SK(300,(I0',NFIXI(SO) :__ .._. _

0004 CCM~UN/D~F/EIN(300.4).F(150.2,.E(300.4)

0005 COMMON/DEF21 TEMP(30),AK,G,EX,OELT,P,O(4,4),ST(300,4J
__.0006. . .. __ .. WRITE (6.15'

.... _.... .....C. LOOP ot- ELEMeNTS
0007 DO I N=I,Nc
0008 FZZ=STIN.I)tIO,

_ 0009 .._ ._ _""" FRR=STl 21.10.
00 I 0 . . _. _ ._ . F TT=S TIN, 3 ) • 1 O.
0011 FRZ=STlN,41*IO.

C C~LCULAT~ SECOND INVARIANT OF STRESS
_. 0012 _.__ .,_... SB~P2=At'lS I ('RR *FZZtFRR*FTT tFZZ*FTT-FRZU2 J
_. 0013 __ .. __....._•.~.__ .. S8I\P=SCFHCSF.AR21

0014 SBCX=SBAR**lEX-l)
0015 NI=IMATlN)

__ 0016.__.. _ ... _.... •.... GT=-G/ TEMPCNI)
__ .0017 _....... IFlGT.GT.-120.) GO TO 100

0018 FAC=O,
0019 GO TO 101

__._ 0020 . . _..... . ••. 100 fAC=AK* sBex*eXp( GT) tOEL T
0021 EINCN,ll=FAC.lOCl.l)*FZZ+Oll.2)tFARtD(I,3'*FTT'
0022 EINlN,2)=FAC*(OI2,IJ.FZZtDI2,2)tfRRtD(2,3)*FTT)
0023 EINlN,11=FAC*COC3,ll*FZZ+OC3.2)tFRR+DC3,3)*FTT)
0024 ... ... EINCN,4)=FAC*Dl4,4).FRZ
0025 101 CUNTI~UE

C LOAD STRAINS INTO INITIAL STRAIN VECTOR
002(1· 1 WHIT[;«(Itlf.,) N,(EIN(N,n.J=l,4J

__'0027 . .... 15 FORMATCI14X.12HCREEP STRAIN/5X .lHN,10X,2HEZ. 15X,2HER, 15X •.2HET...15X,__
__..... __ .._... _._ .. 13HERZ)

0028 16 FOR~AT(3X.14.4(5X.E13.4')

0029 RETURN
__ ..0030 .... _. .._•._.•_. ...... END

M _0001 ..•

..~_..... -
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0002___ 0003

__.. 0001...... SUBlo/OUT INE INLOAC
C CALCULATES LOAD VECTO~ DUE TO INITIAL STRAIN

COMMON'CONTR/TITLE(12),NP,NE,NB,NOF,NCN,NLO,NMAT,NSZF,Ll,NT4
COMMON CORl> ( 150,2 J ,NOPC 300 ,4), IMAT( 300), aRT( 25,2) ,NBCCSO) ,NFJX(SOIl-) _

1,RI (300), SKI 300,(0) ,NF IXI CSO) .•. -. _ ....•...• __..._
2.EST1FMCI2.12) .

0004 COM~GN'CEF/EIN(300,4),FC150,2),EC300,4)
__ 0005 .__., .__ .. COMMOr--;/UEF l/NTOP ,NSIOE,NBOT ,NTP(30) ,NSO(20) ,NBT (30J .__. _
__ 0006 ._ .. _ . DIIJEl\SlCN DUMM(6) _ . _

0007 00 4 l=I,NP
OOOR 00 4 J=1.2

_ .. 0009 _ ._._ .. _. 4 F ( I ,J ) =0.
_ .. 0010 ..__ DO 1 N=I,NE

0011 DU 21 11=1,4
~012 TEST=AHSCEJNCN.ll,)-ABSCE(N,II»
0013 ...._. ... .... IFCTEST.LT.O,) GO TO 21
0014 .. _......... ... TI:ST2=EHHNtlIl*ECN,II)
0015 IF(T~ST2.GT.O.) GO TO 201
0016 21 CONTJ~UE

__.0017._..•__...•_...... GO TO 200
__ .0018 ._. _... __. .201 DO 20 1=1,4

0019 20 EIN(Ntl )=E(N,IJ
0020 IMATCNI=~~AT

0021 WRITEC6,121 N
0022. .12 FORMhT(IX.·FLUIO ELEM, NO,', 14)
0023 200 CALL 5TIFT2(N,2)
0024 DO 2 1=1,6

_ .. 0025 ... _ ... __ •.__._ ._ .. 2 DUMMC I ) =0 •.
0026 _ ._. __ 00:3 1=1.6
0027 00 3 J=I.4
00?8 3 DUMM( 1)=DUMM(II-ESTIFMCl,~).EINCN.~J
0029 •..._ .._ .._ _ _.. DO 5 K=I,3
OO:!O . .. . . ... IN=,,"Ofl(l'i,K)
0031 IKl=CK-1)*2+1
0032 1K2=IKl+1

._.. 0033 ._ ... _.. ... f(IN,l)=FCIN.l)+OUMMClKI)
0034 • 5 FCJN,2)=F(JN,2)+DUMM(IK2'
0035 I CONTIr--;UE
0036 D~ A l=l.NSIUE

_._0037 .._. .. 11=1I.50CI)
_ •.. 002'8 .._,- _._ _ B F CII tl ) =0.

0039 . DO 100 1=I,NP
0040 100 wRIT(C6,11) 1,F(I.l).F(I,2)
0041 _" __'.'_._.' .. 11 FORr~t,T(lx.r5,2C2X,E12.s))

..._._ , C ADD TO EXTEI~NAL FORCES FROM LOAD
0042 DU 6 l=l.NP
0043 ICI=( 1-11*2+1

___ .0044 IC2=IC1+1
__ 0045. · _. __ __._. R 1(lCI) =Rl ClCO-FU,l)

0046 6 RICIC2)=RICIC2)-F(I,2)
0047 RETURN

__._..0046. . .... I:ND

N

- ._---------.

.. _.__.--,.....
N

---------------.0"\



SUBROUTINE auov
READS IN NCWSET GF 80TTO~ ELEMENTS
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END
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APPENDIX B

THE BOUSSINESQ PROBLEM: COMPARISON OF ANALYTIC AND

FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTIONS

References for this section are Timoshenko and Goodier (1951,

pp. 362-366) and Sommerfeld (1950, pp. 354-357).

Let z=O be the boundary of a solid half space and let a force, P,

be directed along the z axis on the boundary (Fig. Bl).

P

----------..::If-------~r

z

Figure Bl

For cylindrical coordinates r, e, and z, solutions for vertical "(w)

and horizontal (u) displacements a~e

( 211+A 1:. + ].l+A
2P

:3 )
w =

4'IT(A+].l) II R ].l (a)

( 1
_ 2].l+A ~

3
-P + ].l+A ~ )u =

2'ITr(A+].l) ].l R ].l R3

and stresses

o
z

_ 3P z3R-5
2'IT

0e = R..-(l - 2v)f - \ + ~ R-
l + ZR-

3}
2'IT l r r

(b)

Trz
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where R2 = r 2 + z2 and A and ~ are Lame's constants and are related to

Young's modulus (E) and Poisson's ratio (v) by

E
2 (l+v)

vE
A = (l+v) (1-2v)

In chapter 4 we used the finite element method to approximate the

Boussinesq problem using the model in Fig. 4.2a. The load was P=1020

dyne and the parameters of the model varied with depth according to

Anderson and Hart (1976) but can be approximated by E=2xl012 dyne/cm2

and v=O.28. We used the above values in (a) and (b) to compare with the

results of the finite element experiment. In Table Bl and Fig. 4.3,

displacement on the boundary (z=O) and on the axis (r=O) are compared.

Agreement is good considering the fixed outer boundaries of the finite

element model.

In Table B2, stress is compared. Equations (b) were used to cal-

culate stress at the centroid of several elements. It should be remem-

bered that in the finite element method the value given represents an

average level over the volume of the element. The second invariant of

stress is calculated for convenience in comparison. Note the following:

(a) Stress is low and agreement is good for elements near the outer

boundary (elements 85 to 88). (b) Stress is overestimated by the

finite element method near the lower boundary by as much as a factor of

two or more (elements 1 and 2). (c) Near the axis, stress seems to be

overestimated but in some cases an overestimate in one element is accom-

panied by an underestimate in an adjacent element (compare elements 3,

4, and 5; also 8 and 9). (d) Agreement in interior elements seems to

be slightly overestimated but nevertheless is good considering the

large element size.



Table B1

Comparison of Displacement

Surface (z=O) Axis (r=O)

Displacement (em) Displacement (em)

Vertical Horizontal Vertical

r(km) theory fin. theory fin. z(km) theory fin.
e1em. e1em. elem.

4 37 44 -22 -18 5 50 59

10 15 11 -9 -4 15 17 16

20 7.5 5.9 -3.8 -1.6 25 10 10

40 3.8 2.8 -2.2 -0.8 40 6.3 5.7

60 1.9 1.2 -1.1 -0.44 60 4.2 3.9

110 1.4 0.9 -0.8 -0.32 90 2.8 2.3

150 1.0 0.4 -0.6 -0.21 170 1.5 0.8

190 0.8 0.3 -0.47 -0.14 300 0.8 0*

250 0.6 0.1 -0.36 -0.08

370 0.4 0.0 -0.24 +0.02

500 0.3 0.0 -0.18 0*

* Boundary condition
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Table B2

Comparison of Stress

E1em. Centroid
Stress (x10-3 bar) -

O"Z O"r O"e Tr z 0" %

r (Ian) z (km)

1 21. 7 273.3 theory -63 4 5 -5 23.9
fin. e1. -96 19 23 -2 60.0 151 over

2 10.0 230.0 -90 6 7 -4 33.8
-100 32 32 -13 74.5 120 over

3 18.3 186.7 -134 9 10 -13 51.2
-122 19 19 -2 64.4 28 over

4 15.0 153.3 -198 13 15 -19 75.6
-211 -13 13 -10 16.4 78 under

5 6.7 126.7 -295 21 22 -16 111.7
-242 71 71 -68 164.2 65 over

6 11. 7 100.0 -462 28 34 ::"54 174.9
-386 68 54 -15 208.9 19 over

7 9.0 80.0 -723 45 53 -81 273.9
-682 41 158 -60 364.5 33 over

8 4.0 70.0 -967 68 71 -55 364.2
-739 428 428 -235 710.4 95 over

9 4.0 53.3 -1657 113 122 -124 625.3
-1727 85 85 -240 586.5

6 under

10 7.0 47.7 -1990 109 147 -292 760.7
-1614 292 230 -286 925.8 22 over

32 20.7 80.0 -634 10 47 -164 250.1
-688 10 52 -198 285.2 14 over

33 22.3 63.3 -889 -30 67 -313 426.9
-682 96 197 -187 464.6 9 over

34 23.3 100.0 -418 11 31 -97 163.2
-326 70 75 -113 234.1 43 over



Table B2 (continued) Comparison of Stress
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- %E1em. Centroid O"z O"r O"s Tr z 0"

r(km) z(km)

theory -183 7 14 -38 72.0 3 under35 31. 7 153.3 fin. el. -210 20 -6 -42 69.5

126.7 -247 2 18 -68 97.6 20 over36 35.0
-196 26 41 -40 116.9

-60 3 4 -10 22.5 162 over45 45.0 273.3
-97 19 21 -2 59.0

230.0 -80 3 6 -17 31.5 96 over46 50.0
-87 23 28 -5 61.8

116.7 -224 -22 17 -99 95.2 1 under47 51. 7 -181 -70 0 -147 94.6

-73 -31 5 -56 37.3 2 over57 110.0 143.3 -51 -8 7 -38 38.1

-109 -47 8 -84 56.4 40 over58 90.0 116.7 -129 -55 -17 -64 78.3

-26 -28 1 -31 16.9 56 over69 170.0 143.3 -37 -13 2 -13 26.4

-2 -5 -1 -4
85 440.0 243.3 0 -10 -2 0

-3 -6 -1 -5
86 393.3 213.3 -3 -9 -1 0

-1 -5 -2 -3
87 410.0 143.3 0 -7 -1 -1

0 -2 -2 -1
88 456.7 116.7 -1 -3 0 +1



APPENDIX C

STRESS IN A CYLINDRICAL PLATE

For an isotropic plate in cylindrical coordinates, stress compo-

nents in the rand e directions are given by McFarland et al. (1972),
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(a)

where w is the vertical deflection of the middle surface, z is the

distance from the middle surface to the measuring point, E is Young's

modulus, and V is Poisson's ratio. In (a), tension is positive.

If a point load is applied at the axis, the resulting vertical

deflection is (eqn. 5.2),

w = P 2 kei r
27TL1pg£ 0 £

Near the axis, using equation 5.3, we let

w ~ wio r-O
£

r
Then for small T'

P
227TL1pg£

P 7T
2

27T~pg£ 4

4wo d keio(r/£)

7T£ d (r/£)

4wo kei I (r/£)
7T£ 0

Similarly,
(b)



2
Since a w = 0, stresses (a) become,

ae2

zE 4WO(1 /I I)° = -- -- - kei (rf£) + ~ kei (rf£)
r l_V2 TI £2 0 r£ 0

4w
zE 0 (\) 1/ 1 / )0e = -- -- - kei (rf£) + - kei (rf£)

l_V2 TI £2 0 r£ 0

We wish to apply (c) to the flexure of a plate having the same

(c)
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properties as the finite element model in chapter 4. In that model,

E = 2xl0
12

dynefcm
2,

V = 0.28, w = 0.55 m, £ = 199 km , 'ole compareo

(c) with stress in elements 2, 5, 8, and 11, the centroids of which

have a radius of about 2 kIn and depths of about 75, 65, 55, and 45

kIn respectively. Since t = 1~9 ~ 0.01, kei (0.01) and kei (0.01)

were numerically calculated and the stresses found to be

0e = z(0.332) bar

o
r

z(0.858) bar
(d)

Table Cl and Fig. 4.6 summarize the predicted values of Or and

0e from (d) and from the finite element method.

Table Cl

Comparison of Stress

Mean Predicted stress (bar) Finite Element
Element Depth (km) z (km) o °e ° =0 (bar)

r r e

11 45 5 0.43 0.17 0.58
8 55 15 1.3 0.50 1.0
5 65 25 2.1 0.83 1.4
2 75 35 3.0 1.2 2.3

The equality of Or and 0e in the finite element model is due to the

geometry of the element. From the above, we feel that the finite

element model calculates stresses to within a factor of 2 to 4.
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APPENDIX D

FLEXURAL RIGIDITY OF THE MAIN ISLANDS OF HAWAII

The results of the fitting of the ridge-arch distance are listed

in Tables D1 and D2. Note that the deflection is positive downward so

that the arch is at a minimum. The basic data is the deflection for

each load segment for a variety of flexural rigidities. An asterisk

indicates a local minimum. The tables also include sums of deflections

for some combinations of flexural rigidities.

In Table D1, the results for lines HS1 and HS2 (Fig. 5.2) are

given. The deflection for Oahu and Kauai has been neglected because it

is less than one meter in the vicinity of the arch for all reasonable

values of the flexural rigidity, D. For line HS1, possible combinations

of D for which the position of the arch is fitted well range from

30(KI,KO,M) = (2,1,1)x 10 dyne-em to (1.5,1,1). For the combination

(2,1.5,1), the arch is placed further out than expected. This means

an increase in D of any component would increase the misfit. (2,1.5,1)

thus serves as an upper bound. Likewise the combination (1,1,1) serves

as a lower bound. For line HS2, there are more satisfactory combina-

tions than for HS1; from (2,1.5,1.5) to (1.5,1.5,1). From the eva1ua-

tion of these two lines, we can say that if KI=2 then KO and Mare

about 0.9 to 1 but cannot be 1.5; if KI=1.5, then KO and M from 0.9

or 1 to 1.5.

Note that for line HS1, the combination (1,1.5,1.5) also produced

a satisfactory fit. The possibility that flexural rigidity increases

with age was not pursued further.

With the flexural rigidities of KI, KO and M constrained, lines
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EN and ON were analyzed (Table D2). For line HN, Oahu and Kauai still

have little effect. All of the previously good-fitting combinations

of KI, KO and M produced satisfactory arch positions on HN with the

exception of (1.5,1.5,1.5) which seems slightly too large (i.e. arch

placed out further than expected). On the other hand, for line ON,

the only combination which seems satisfactory was (1.5,1.5,1.5) which

fit for all values between 0.9 and 1.5 for Oahu and Kauai. The other

combinations were too small.

It may have been possible to derive a best fitting combination

if a deflection had also been found for a value of D between 1 and

301.5xlO dyne-em for all of the loads.



+2 -19 -16 -22 -41 -29 -50 -88 -79 -100
-50 -56 -56 -59 -83 -72 -80 -103*-106 -114*
-64 -64 -62 -62 -92*-62 -62* -98 -106*-108
-70*-64*-62*-62*-91 -83*-77 -87 -101 -95
-71 -63 -62 -60 -82 -77 -69 -70 -83 -75
-64 -54 -54 -51 -67 -64 -54 -50 -63 -53
-53 -43 -43 -41 -50 -49 -39 -32 -43 -33

Table D1

Flexural Displacement for LineB HSI and HS2

Line: USI
Load: Kilauea Kt'hala Maui

Flexural Rigidity (x1030 dynB-cm)
Lat. Long. Ar.:h 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 0.9 1.0 1.5 2.0 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.5

l8.0N 154.0W _12' +26 57 82 -62 -59* -38 -17 -11 -14 -17 -29
17.8 153.8 -39 -16 +6 25 -57 -56 -48 -34 -4 -6 -8 -19
17.7 153.7 * -44 -28 -10 ~ -47 -49 -49* -42 -1 -3 -5 -15
17.6 153.6 -45* -35 -22 -9 -37 -39 -45 -43* 0 -1 -3 -11
17.4 153.4 -40 -39* -33 -26 -27 -30 -38 -40 2 1 0 -5
17.2 153.2 -31 -35 -35* -32 -18 -21 -31 -35 2 2 2 -1
17.0 153.0 -21 -28 -32 -32* -11 -13 -23 -29 2 2 2 1

KI: 2 2 2 2 1.5 1.5 1.5 1
KO:l.5 1 1 0.9 1.5 1.5 1 1

M: 1 1 0.9 0.9 1.5 1 1 1

1 1
1.5 1
1.5 1.5

Line: BS2

Lat. Long. ~ 1.0 1.5 2.0

19.0N 153.5W +19 49 75
18.9 153.3 -12 +11 31
18.8 153.1 -28 -13 +2
18.7 152.9 * -33* -26 -16
18.6 152.7 -32 -31* -25
18.5 152.5 -28 -31 -29*
18.4 152.3 -23 -28 -29

, Displacement io meters

* Local Ilioimwa

KI: 2 2 2 2 2 2 1.5 1.5 1.5 1
KO: 2 1.5 1.5 1 1 0.9 1.5 1.5 1 1

0.9 1.0 1.5 2.0 0.9 1.0 1.5 M:1.5 1.5 1 1 0.90.9 1.5 1 1 1

-62 -56* -38 -17 -22 -25 -36 +18 +l +12 -8 -5 -8 -25 -14 -34 -64
-57 -57 -48 -34 -14 -16 -26 -31 -45 -33 -42 -40 -40 -65 -53 -62*-65*
-411 -49 -49* -42 -8 -10 -20 -60 -67 -57 -57 -55 -54 -82 -72 -72 -87
-37 -39 -45 -43* -3 -5 -14 -73 -75*-66*-60*-56*-56*-85*-76*-70 -77
-27 -30 -38 -40 ·-1 -2 -9 -74*-72 -65 -57 -56 -53 -76 -71 -63 -64
-16 -21 -31 -35 +1 0 -5 -69 -65 -60 -50 -49 -46 -67 -62 -52 -49
-11 -13 -23 -29 2 +1 -2 -60 -54 -51 -41 -40 -36 -53 -50 -40 -35

t-'
VJ.....



Table D2

P1exura1 Diap1acement for Linaa HN and ON
KI: 2 2 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

Line: lIN KO: 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Load: Kilauea Knhn1a Haui 30 Oahu Kauai H: 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1

Flexural Rigidity (xlO dyne-cm) 0: 1 0.9 1.5 1 0.9 1
Lat. Long. g£!!. 1.5 2.0 1.0 1.5 0.9 1.0 1.5 0.9 1.0 1.5 0.9 1.0 1.5 K: 1 0.9 1.5 1 0.9 1

21. ON 154.01l +37' 61 -35 +12 -53 -51 -38 -6 -8 -16 +1 +1 +1 -40 -38 -4 +4 +12 -9
21.2 153.8 -5 +12 -57 -29 -51 -52" -48 -3 -5 -12 0 +1 +1 -101 -99 -93 -86 -79 -90
21.3 153.7 -17 -3 -60" -40 -48 -49 -50" -2 -3 -10 0 1 1 -114"-113,, -116 -109 -102 -108"
21.4 153.6 * -24 -14 -59 -47 -44 -46 -49 -1 -2 -8 0 0 1 -121 -120 -129 -122 -117 -119
21.6 153.4 -30" -26 -50 -50* -34 -37 -45 0 0 -5 0 0 1 -113 -113 -131"-125"-121"-117
21.8 153.2 -29 -29 -38 -44 -24 -27 -37 +1 +1 -3 0 0 1 -93 -93 -113 -109 -106 -99
22.0 153.0 -24 -26 -26 -36 -15 -18 -29 2 1 -1 0 0 1 -69 -68 -89 -88 -87 -17

o

Line: ON

Lat. Long. Arch 1.5 2.0 1.0 1.5 ~ 1.0 1.5

23.05N 156.3 W -39 -40 -57 -48 -40 -24 +48
23.25 156.15 -31 -34 -48 -49" -81 -73 -30
23.35 156.1 -27 -32 -44 -47 -85" -80 -47
23.45 156.0 " -24 -29 -38 -44 -84 -82" -60
23.55 155.9 -20 -26 -33 -41 -80 -80 -67"
23.9 155.7 -11 -16 -18 -28 -55 -59 -65
24.05 155.6 -8 -13 -12 -22 -43 -47 -58

, Di.p1acement in meter.

" Local lainllllun

U: 2 2 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
KO: 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
H: 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1
0: 1 1.5 1.5 1 0.9 1

0.8 0.9 1.0 1.5 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.5 K: 1 1.5 1.5 1 0.9 1

-59 -54 -48 -19 -8 -10 -12 -21 -181 -161 -79 -99 -103 -171
-59" -58* -57* -43 -4 -6 -8 -16 -220*-214,,-169 -175 -174 -218*
-56 -57 -56 -47 -3 -4 -6 -14 -218 -217 -182 -183 -182 -216
-50 -52 -53 -49" -1 -3 -4 -11 -206 -203 -188*-185*-183*-207
-43 -46 -48 -49 0 -1 -3 -9 -190 -197 -186 -179 -182 -192'
-25 -28 -31 -40 +1 +1 0 -4 -124 -137 -148 -135 -137 -141
-18 -21 -24 -34 +2 +1 +1 -2 -95 -108 -124 -Ill -114 -120

....
W
00
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